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Abstract
Unbonded post-tensioned (UPT) flat plate concrete slabs have seen widespread
use in multi-storey office and condominium buildings since the 1960s. The popularity of
these systems can be attributed to various economic and structural benefits, including
reductions in slab thickness, storey height, building mass, and excellent deflection control
over large spans. The “inherent fire resistance” of these systems is often quoted as a key
additional benefit as compared with competing structural systems. Such statements are
apparently based largely on satisfactory results from large scale standard fire resistance
tests performed on UPT slabs during the 1960s and on experience from real fires in UPT
buildings. However, much remains unknown about the true structural behaviour of
continuous multiple bay UPT slabs in real building fires. For instance, relatively little
data exist on the effects of elevated temperature on cold drawn prestressing steel under
realistic, sustained service stress levels. The primary objective of this thesis is to provide
a greater understanding of the high-temperature performance (predominantly related to
prestress relaxation) of prestressing steel used in UPT flat plate slabs. A computational
model is developed, extending previous research by others, to predict transient high
temperature stress relaxation (i.e., prestress loss) for a tendon in a typical UPT multiple
span flat plate concrete slab under transient heating and cooling. The computational
model is validated by comparison against a series of novel high temperature experiments
on locally-heated, stressed, and restrained prestressing tendons with realistic as-built
configurations. Reasonable agreement between measured and predicted prestress losses is
observed, although some refinement of the model’s input parameters may be required.
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Test data also indicate that the most crucial fire scenario on a UPT concrete slab may be
localized heating rather than a global, fully developed fire. The model is subsequently
used to predict the capacity in flexure and punching shear of a UPT flat plate structure
under various spatial and temporal heating regimes. The results highlight the need for
particular care in the construction of UPT slabs to ensure adequate, robust concrete cover
for structural fire safety.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0 General
There has recently been a global trend of a shift in building design philosophies
for fire safety. Prescriptive based design has predominately been used in the past.
Prescriptive design procedures rely on tabulated specifications or simplified equations
that state how a building is to be constructed, such as its overall dimensions, its assigned
concrete cover (in the case of reinforced concrete buildings), etc. However, a recent shift
to performance-based structural design for fire safety, which started in New Zealand and
Europe during the 1990s, is underway in North America. Performance-based approaches
allow engineers to base their designs on advanced experimental or numerical studies of
buildings’ response to fire, provided that their designs can satisfy the safety objectives
(or performance criteria) for the structure. Performance-based designs aim to achieve the
desired behaviour of the structural system in fire, rather than being solely based on
prescriptive guidelines using construction methods and engineering knowledge which are
in some cases no longer practical, economic, sustainable, or safe.
Until recently in North America, designers of prestressed concrete structures have
relied on prescriptive design and assessment for fire safety. The prescriptive
requirements typically include references to required concrete cover to the prestressed
reinforcement and the overall thickness or dimensions of a member. Performance-based
designs allow a more holistic consideration of structures in fire, potentially enabling
innovative, more sustainable, or architecturally unusual designs which will perform
adequately in fire even though they may not meet existing prescriptive requirements.
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Conversely, some of the existing prescriptive requirements are based on very few and/or
limited tests and take little rational account of the performance of a real structure during
realistic fire scenarios; in some cases this presents risks to public safety. Both of the
above issues are particularly important when considering the performance in fire of
contemporary, unbonded post-tensioned (UPT) concrete structures in fire, for which little
fire safety research has ever been performed. It is crucial to understand various aspects of
the behaviour of UPT structures in fire; this thesis represents an initial step in developing
the required understanding by studying the specific response of individual steel
prestressing strands exposed to elevated temperatures, their performance during and after
fire, and the potential consequences for the structural response and/or failure of UPT
structures in fire.

1.1 Scope of Project
Since the 1960’s, UPT concrete slabs, which are a specific type of prestressed
concrete member, have seen rising popularity in the construction of multi-storey flat plate
concrete buildings (ACI, 1998). Prestressing is a technique used predominantly to
increase the efficiency (strength and stiffness) of concrete members subjected to flexure.
This efficiency is achieved by application of an initial compressive stress to a concrete
member that offsets the tensile stresses created by the in-service loading. Unbonded posttensioned concrete slabs are widely used in continuous multiple bay floor assemblies.
These systems enable a reduction of building weight by eliminating floor beams and
reducing slab thickness, with subsequent architectural and sustainability advantages.
They also allow for increased span to depth ratios and excellent deflection control over
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long spans, making them very attractive for multi-storey office and condominium
construction.
The research presented in this thesis focuses on the transient thermo-mechanical
response of unbonded prestressing tendons to localized heating and cooling, as is likely
to occur in a real building fire. Particular emphasis is placed on the effects of creep and
on potential safety considerations and possible consequences of the tendon’s response
(i.e., prestress loss, collapse, etc.) in a fire.
Only limited research is available on the behaviour of UPT slabs in fire (Lee and
Bailey, 2006), and to date no realistic large scale fire tests (or structural fire analyses)
have been presented on multiple span continuous UPT structures. A comprehensive
summary of prior knowledge in this area has been presented by both Lee and Bailey
(2006) and Kelly and Purkiss (2008).

Standard furnace tests on UPT simple span

members have also been recently reported by Ellobody and Bailey (2008), although in
this case they were isolated member tests and the unbonded tendons were neither of
realistic length nor continuous over multiple spans as would be the case in practice (see
Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion of these tests). These issues are a particular concern
because UPT structures contain unbonded tendons that are continuous across multiple
bays, often with two-way action within a floor plate. Degradation of tendons’ elastic
properties and high temperature creep under exposure to elevated temperatures can
therefore affect adjacent bays in continuous UPT design. Tests on isolated, simplysupported, one-way members with short unbonded tendon lengths, which fail to account
for continuity, restraint, membrane actions, etc., cannot therefore be considered as wholly
representative (or necessarily conservative) of a real UPT structure’s response in fire.
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Realistic large scale tests on structures under fire exposure are rare due to their
high complexity and cost. Computational models can however, once suitably validated
through comparison against a few realistic large scale tests, aid in evaluating the potential
structural consequences of building fires using a performance-based approach. Such
computational models are currently used to perform performance-based structural design
for fire safety of steel-concrete composite structures in the UK and elsewhere (Flint et al.,
2007), for example. However, the ability of models to accurately predict realistic failure
modes, particularly in concrete structures where discrete cracking and shear failures
might play important roles, remains in doubt. This thesis presents data and analysis
which can inform future performance-based design of UPT structures using advanced
computational methods.
Two key steps were taken in the research presented in this thesis. First, as an
important step toward developing the ability to rationally model the response to fire of a
UPT building, experiments on locally-heated unbonded prestressing strands of realistic
total length and parabolic longitudinal profile were conducted. Second, a computational
model describing the stress-temperature-time dependent strength and creep response of
the tendon during heating was developed and validated against the experimental data. A
parametric study using the model then investigated various factors on the potential
response to fire of UPT flat plate concrete buildings.
The thesis follows from previous research conducted at Queen’s University by
MacLean (2007), and treats fundamental issues related to the potential loss of yield
strength and effects of creep (or relaxation) at high temperature as is relevant to the
behaviour of UPT strands in multiple bay concrete structures when subjected to standard
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fire conditions. It is well known that the mechanical properties (strength and stiffness) of
prestressing steels degrade under high temperatures (Hertz, 2004). Under certain
conditions this may result in dramatic and irrecoverable loss of prestress (MacLean,
2007) or in tendon rupture due to the prestressing force alone, with subsequent
consequences for the load carrying capacity of the structure both during and after a fire.
Only limited information is currently available on the consequences of localized tendon
heating during fire on the global response of a tendon; this is the central problem treated
herein.

1.2 Research Objectives
The current work aims to explore and quantify the physical degradation of
mechanical properties of cold drawn prestressing steel at elevated temperature. Grade
1860 low relaxation steel prestressing strand (also referred to herein as tendon) is used in
this study. Various transient heating regimes and initial tendon stress levels are studied to
investigate the mechanical response and deformation behaviour at high temperature.
Other components of UPT structural systems are not considered in the current work (i.e.,
anchorages, ducting material, etc.). Prior to developing an understanding of an entire
UPT structure in fire it is first necessary to investigate the individual component
behaviour; in this case the prestressing tendons.
The specific research objectives are:
•

to experimentally study the changes in tendon stress (i.e., prestress) that may
occur during heating of an unbonded prestressing tendon, initially under
representative service load stresses, as well as the amount of residual prestress
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remaining after heating to various temperatures and cooling to ambient
conditions;
•

to study the potential for tendon rupture due to prestress alone during fire, as a
consequence of localized heating and the resulting transient thermal creep and
reductions in yield strength, and to compare experimental evidence with yield
strength reductions suggested by available design codes and literature (e.g.,
CEN, 2004; Harmathy and Stanzak, 1970);

•

to develop a validated computational model to numerically predict the loss of
prestress with heating that could occur for an unbonded post-tensioned
concrete slab during fire; and

•

to begin to understand the potential consequences of prestress loss, both
during and after fire, on the load carrying capacity of a UPT structure
subjected to either a global or localized ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard
fire curve.

1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis has been written according to the “Traditional Format” described in
the Queen’s University School of Graduate Studies General Forms of Theses. A brief
summary of each chapter is provided below.
Chapter 2– Literature Review provides historical background on the
development and use of UPT construction. It describes why and how prestressing steel is
used in UPT construction and the current procedures for its assessment under elevated
temperature. Current structural fire safety design practices given in various international
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design codes are reviewed. Relevant prior tests conducted on UPT tendons and structural
members under exposure to elevated temperature or fire are presented, as are selected
case studies illustrating the response of real UPT structures in fire. Finally, the methods
used for analysis of a UPT structure are discussed for both ambient and elevated
temperature design.
Chapter 3- Tendon Modelling focuses on computational prediction of the stress
relaxation that may occur in UPT tendons under exposure to elevated temperatures. The
section deals with the background and development of a numerical model for high
temperature creep and relaxation. The model considers three types of constitutive strain
laws for assessing stress relaxation at elevated temperature; high temperature creep
strain, thermal strain, and mechanical strain. An alternative model based on available
code criteria for reductions of modulus of elasticity at high temperature is also included
for comparison and to illustrate the importance of properly accounting for transient creep
deformations at high temperature when modelling the response to fire of UPT tendons.
Chapter 4- Experimental Program describes tests using a custom fabricated
tube furnace in conjunction with a “strong back” beam testing rig to study the transient
high temperature response of steel prestressing tendons of realistic total lengths and
prestress levels under localized heating and cooling. The chapter includes an overview of
the experimental setup, the various tests conducted under different loading and thermal
regimes, and a detailed discussion of the results and their potential implications. Various
issues, including; prestress loss during heating, residual prestress after heating, frictional
effects, and the possibility of tendon rupture due to prestress alone are all discussed.
Comparisons against code-suggested strength reductions for UPT tendons are included.
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Chapter 5- Potential Consequences discusses potential consequences and
concerns for the safety of UPT concrete structures in fire in light of the current research.
Although there are numerous modes of failure that a structure may experience in fire, it is
likely that prestress relaxation due to localized heating of a tendon could have specific
and important consequences for the flexural and punching shear capacities of a UPT flat
plate concrete structure. Although the research presented herein could be extended to
other types of structures, UPT flat plate concrete structures, which are highly optimized
during design for ambient conditions and therefore particularly sensitive to fire
exposures, are thought to be the most important initial case. The ambient design
procedures suggested by Canadian codes (CAN-CSA, 2004) for the load carrying
capacity of UPT members are extended to analyze a typical flat plate UPT slab in fire for
various cases of concrete cover, heated length ratio, and initial tendon prestress level.
Chapter 6- Conclusions and Recommendations highlights the main findings
from the research presented herein, and also suggests areas of future research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.0 Introduction
Reinforced concrete is one of the most widely used materials in construction.
Concrete has a relatively high compressive strength, but is weak in tension.
Reinforcement is therefore used to address this by providing tensile strength where
required. Tensile reinforcement is typically provided by steel bars (reinforced concrete)
or prestressing tendons (prestressed concrete) placed within a concrete member. Posttensioning is a specific method of producing prestressed concrete. The term prestressing
is used to describe the process of introducing internal stresses into a concrete element
during construction to counteract the stresses produced by the external loads that are
applied to the structure when in use. These internal stresses are applied by tensioning
high-strength steel tendons, which can either be done before concrete placement (pretensioning) or after concrete placement (post-tensioning). High-strength steel tendons are

used rather than mild-steel reinforcing bars, since their higher tensile strength and similar
elastic modulus allows higher internal stresses to be produced with lower prestress losses
due to shrinkage and creep of the concrete. The term unbonded post-tensioned (UPT)
construction refers to concrete which is reinforced internally with unbonded and posttensioned steel. As the name implies, unbonded prestressing steel is not bonded to the

concrete as would be the case for mild-steel reinforced concrete where the bars are placed
prior to casting the concrete. Instead, the reinforcement is placed inside lubricated ducts
which pass through the concrete, thus preventing bond between the tendon and the
concrete and allowing longitudinal tendon movement with minimal frictional losses.
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UPT flat plate concrete slabs are widely (and increasingly) used in continuous
multiple-bay floor assemblies. These systems enable a reduction of building weight by
eliminating floor beams and reducing slab thickness, with subsequent architectural and
sustainability advantages. They also allow for increased span to depth ratios and
excellent deflection control over long spans, making them very attractive for multi-storey
office and condominium construction. These advantages allow the design and
construction of highly optimized, efficient, and sustainable structures with high
architectural appeal.
UPT slab structures are widely assumed to have good inherent fire resistance.
This is predicated on the basis of satisfactory single element standard fire tests performed
nearly 50 years ago (Gustaferro, 1973; PTI, 1990; Lee and Bailey, 2006). However, the
true behaviour of three dimensional, continuous multiple bay UPT slab structures in fire
remains largely unknown, since no representative tests have ever been performed (Lee
and Bailey, 2006; FIB, 1999; Kelly and Purkiss, 2008; MacLean et al., 2008). This
chapter presents a review of UPT slab construction and its documented behaviour in fire.
An overview of UPT construction sets the context, followed by a discussion of firerelated issues (fire design in general, concrete and steel behaviour, potential
consequences, and available fire research). Additional information relevant to the
research performed for this thesis is given where appropriate.

2.1 Unbonded Post-Tensioned Construction
This section deals with prestressing steels’ historical usage, manufacturing
processes, and typical construction configurations for UPT slab designs.
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2.1.1 Historical Overview
American engineer P. Jackson and German engineer C.W. Doehring were the first
to experiment with prestressing steel in the early 20th century. Their efforts were
hampered by the availability of only low yield strength steel. Early steels were
impractical for use in prestressing since low initial jacking stresses, high creep losses,
and drying shrinkage of the concrete eroded much of the initial prestressing force applied
to the structures made prestressing uneconomical. Modern prestressing steel has its
origins to 1928, when French engineer Eugene Freyssinet recognized the beneficial
impact of smaller long term stress losses experienced by then newly developed high
strength steels. Prestressing steel would see its first structural use in 1933 by Freyssinet
in construction of a foundation of a marine terminal in France. With advances in modern
metallurgy leading to higher strength steels, prestressing steel saw wider applicability in
the early 1950s; this was due mainly to beneficial serviceability behaviour for prestressed
concrete as compared with similar non-prestressed designs (i.e., reduced cracking and
deflections). By the 1960s prestressed concrete became even more popular with the
introduction of simplified design methods such as load balancing analysis (Lin, 1963).
Load balancing simplifies design by allowing engineers to conceptualize the effect of
post-tensioning as a reduction in design dead load applied to a slab. With the emergence
of computer design software, engineers can easily design and construct post-tensioned
concrete slabs, making them very popular (Aalami, 2007).
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2.1.2 Manufacture and Properties of Prestressing Steels
Cold drawn steel prestressing wires used in modern concrete prestressing
applications in North America are manufactured to meet specifications outlined in ASTM
A421 (ASTM, 2001b), with similar specifications used globally. Manufacture of
prestressing strand begins with patenting, a process of heating and slow cooling of the
steel. This process mobilizes a solid state transformation referred to as a eutectoid
reaction. A eutectoid reaction is a reversible isothermal reaction in which a liquid
solution is converted into two or more mixed solids (Avner, 1974). In steel (iron-carbon
alloys with less than 2% carbon) this occurs with carbon content by weight of 0.8% at a
temperature of 720°C or higher (Avner, 1974). A homogeneous micro-composite is
created by cooling at a low rate. A pearlitic microstructure is then formed consisting of
Cementite (Fe3C) in a Ferrite (Iron) matrix. The steel is then cold drawn into a wire by

running the patented bars through a series of dies with diameters that are progressively
smaller and which serve to reduce the bars’ diameters to the specified size. On each die
pass the steel is plastically deformed, increasing its ultimate tensile strength. Each pass
aligns the Cementite in the drawing direction by the alteration of the grain structure
(caused by the pressures applied during the drawing process).
To fabricate a prestressing tendon, six smaller cold drawn wires are helically
wound around a slightly larger core wire to form a seven-wire prestressing strand. The
steel wire obtained in this way is thermo-mechanically treated to eliminate crystalline
defects induced by the drawing process, resulting in a further increase in yield strength
(Toribio and Ovejero, 1998). Typical nominal diameters for strands are 9 mm, 11 mm,
13 mm, and 15 mm (CPCI, 2007). The manufacturing process results in the steel having
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significant residual stresses in the strand such that the stress strain relationship does not
display a distinct yield plateau. For both of the common types of prestressing steel, i.e.,
low relaxation and stress relieved, residual stresses caused by the drawing and stranding

processes can be relieved by subjecting the tendon to temperatures above 350°C for a
specific duration (Zeren, 2003; Collins and Mitchell, 1987). The resulting prestressing
steel is called stress relieved. For lower relaxation during prestressing operations, the
steel can be further modified by applying tensile stress to the strand during heating in a
process called strain hardening; this results in low relaxation prestressing steel. The
lower relaxation of the strand results in reduced time dependent prestress losses (Collins
and Mitchell, 1987). Both stress relieved and low relaxation strands have essentially the
same ultimate tensile strengths (about 1860 MPa according to ASTM A416-01 (ASTM,
2001c)); however, low relaxation strand has a better defined yield point. For this reason,
most prestressing tendons in North America have been low relaxation since the 1980’s
(CPCI, 2007), and this is the type of tendon treated in the current thesis.

2.1.3 Typical Construction Configurations for UPT Concrete Slabs
Design Configurations
Unbonded post-tensioned slabs can sometimes have clear (unsupported) spans of
13 metres or more (PTI, 2008). Floor slabs ranging in thickness from 150mm to 300mm
are used in most modern building designs, giving large span to depth ratios (CPCI, 2007).
The added benefit of large span-to-depth ratios with excellent control of deflections is
that smaller amounts of building materials are used, resulting in more efficient and
sustainable designs (Gilbert and Mickleborough, 2004).
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Bonded and Unbonded Configurations
Flat-plate concrete buildings prestressing steel may be used in two specific ways:
unbonded construction and bonded construction. It is important to recognize that each of

these two types of construction requires a specific approach to analysis and design, since
each type behaves differently under load (and also under fire as demonstrated later in this
thesis). Post-tensioned structures in the bonded case are created by placing the tendons in
empty ducts prior to filling the formwork with concrete. After the concrete is cured the
tendons are stressed and the ducts filled with cement grout to promote an effective bond
between the tendon and the concrete. In unbonded construction the tendon is coated with
a layer of grease and placed into a metallic or plastic sheath to explicitly prevent it from
bonding to the concrete. The tendons are stressed and anchored at the ends to ‘lock’ the
stress in the tendon. The differences between bonded and unbonded construction are
important, particularly considering behaviour at elevated temperature. Since unbonded
tendons are free to move inside a structure and are continuous, possibly over multiple
bays, any damage to the tendon due to fire (or other effects) will affect unexposed
portions of the building both during and after a fire.

2.2 Assessment of UPT Construction in Fire
The primary objective of fire safety engineering is to limit, to acceptable levels,
the probability of death, injury, and property loss during an unwanted fire (Buchanan,
2001). Changes in the applied loading and building materials’ and members’ behaviour
can occur during a fire. While severe fires are considered statistically rare events, it is
still necessary to design to prevent structural collapse in fire and to allow a sufficient
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amount of time for escape and for protection of both fire-fighters and building occupants.
Design for fire safety is complex and incorporates many disciplines, since containment
(compartmentalization), suppression (sprinklers and extinguishers), smoke propagation
(exhaust fans), and structural integrity (prevention of collapse) are all important factors in
ensuring a safe design. The current thesis deals only with structural considerations.
There is currently a lack of understanding of the response of UPT structures at
elevated temperature or in fire, and a need for more information in this research area has
been noted by various authors (Lee and Bailey, 2006; FIB, 1999; Kelly and Purkiss,
2008; MacLean et al., 2008). By better understanding their behaviour in fire it will be
possible to safely design UPT structures for elevated temperature and fire.
Various factors which are not generally considered in the fire-resistance design of
conventional multi-storey UPT flat plate buildings could seriously influence the
structural fire performance of UPT structures; such factors include: the continuity of
unbonded tendons across multiple bays (any degraded effect to a portion of a tendon will
transfer to other portions of the tendon), the influence of higher than historical span to
depth ratios (potentially increasing the likelihood of floor plate buckling due to lateral
restraint and thermal bowing), the higher strengths of modern concretes (which can lead
to issues such as an increased propensity for spalling), the use of thin slabs having
smaller thermal masses (thus heating more rapidly than equivalent non-prestressed slabs),
and existing prescriptive code procedures that do not account for all relevant issues. This
section discusses case studies available in the public domain, the standardized fire testing
procedures typically used in Canada, and evolving design philosophies including the
transition to performance-based design for fire.
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2.2.1 Case Studies
Information on the performance of UPT structures during real building fires is
scarce. However, a recent report by Lee and Bailey (2006) provides information on
several key cases; these are:
•

a fire in Bangkok in 1987 where rupture of unbonded prestressing tendons
was observed and was thought to be due to localized tendon heating when
they were directly exposed to the fire by concrete cover spalling;

•

a report by Troxell (1965) discussing two fires at Parmelee Elementary
School in Los Angeles, California, where concrete cover spalling during fire
exposed portions of the tendons. However; ‘lift off’ tests performed
immediately after the fire suggested that the in-service stress of the tendons
was not drastically reduced. These lift off tests were performed on five fireexposed strands versus one control tendon selected from outside the fire
affected zone. The tests involved calibrating the in-service load against the
design load condition and showed only a 1% drop in prestress. The structural
engineers involved in the post-fire analysis of this building assumed that the
tendons were unaffected by elevated temperature; and

•

a fire at Kearney Plaza in Portland Oregon in 1999 where tendon strength
was deemed (although apparently not verified) to be relatively unaffected
since the fire exposure was from above and large amounts of concrete cover
(greater than 50 mm) and redundancy of load paths were specified in design.
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Another available case study includes a UPT slab that was exposed to fire in Tel
Aviv in 2000. The tendons’ response in fire was briefly reported by Stern (2002), who
stated that the UPT tendons ruptured during the fire and were either replaced or restressed to overcome prestress losses. The magnitude of the observed prestress losses and
additional details regarding the building and the fire are unfortunately unavailable.
From the case studies presented above it is apparent that spalling of the concrete
cover plays a potentially important role in the increase of temperature that the tendons
experience in a fire. There is also a lack of understanding as to why some UPT structures
demonstrated tendon rupture and/or prestress losses (shown in Bangkok and Tel Aviv)
while others did not (as in Parmellville and Kearney Plaza).

2.2.2 Standard Fire Resistance Testing in Canada
Design of UPT structures to achieve adequate fire resistance in Canada is
currently prescribed largely on the basis of test results from standard fire resistance tests.
These standard tests are used to assess the behaviour of structural components and
materials in fire for comparison and approval by regulatory authorities. Most standard
fire tests consider the member as failed if the requirements of any of; (1) integrity (no
fissures or cracks that allow smoke through to an adjacent compartment), (2) stability (no
loss of load bearing capacity) and (3) insulation (no temperature exceeding 180°C on the
cold side of member) are not satisfied (Gustafferro, 1973; Buchanan, 2001). To perform
such a test, an isolated structural member is placed in a testing furnace, loaded with a
sustained load that is representative of the service load to be expected in a fire, and
heated until failure by one of the above three criteria. Commonly used standard fire
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curves specify similar temperature versus time relationships and include; CAN/ULC
S101 (ULC, 1989) in Canada, ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) in the United States, and
ISO 834 (ISO 834, 1999) in Europe. The standard fire is most commonly used for testing
simply supported, isolated members. By subjecting a simply supported structure to a
known temperature versus time curve in a testing furnace, comparison of building
components’ performance is standardized and easily incorporated into prescriptive codes
for fire-safe structural design. Figure 2.1 displays the very similar standard fire curves of
time versus temperature for both ISO and ASTM standards (the CAN/ULC curve is
effectively identical to the ASTM curve). Using data from standard tests, design codes
have been developed and used by researchers and designers to prescribe “safe” design
rules for UPT structures in fire. In general this is done by prescribing minimum overall
member dimensions and minimum concrete cover to the tensile reinforcement, as is the
case in the current Canadian design codes.
The National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005) specifies concrete covers
and required overall thicknesses to be used in prestressed slabs to achieve a given fire
resistance rating. The concrete cover is used to protect the prestressed steel from elevated
temperatures because concrete has a comparatively low thermal conductivity and acts as
a thermal barrier (it is ‘self-insulating’). Various international concrete cover
specifications for prestressed slabs can be found in Table 2.1, which is adapted from
Appendix D of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005), the International
Building Code (IBC, 2006), American Concrete Institute (ACI, 2002) and the Post
Tensioning Institute manual (PTI, 1990; PTI, 2008). This is a generic, prescriptive
guidance that does not distinguish between bonded and unbonded construction.
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2.2.3 Prescriptive versus Performance-Based design
Prescriptive code requirements much like the NBCC have historically been used
when designing for and assessing the structural fire safety of buildings. However, a
number of fire accidents have shown that these simple, prescriptive requirements may be
inadequate to rationally provide the level of fire safety that is intended (Tavares, 2009).
Various countries (e.g., the UK, Sweden, Australia, and New Zealand) have, in the last
15 years or so, adopted performance-based fire design codes, whereas others (e.g., USA,
Japan, and Canada) have begun to move in this direction (Buchanan, 1999; Tavares,
2009). Performance-based codes attempt to provide both flexibility and clearer guidance
than prescriptive codes, by taking into account the true complexities of architectural
design which may introduce additional fire risks or those which cannot be rationally
treated with existing prescriptive procedures. A prescriptive code restricts the engineer to
designing based on specific guidelines with little flexibility; such codes may also be
inefficient and overly conservative in many cases. A performance-based code allows
freedom to a designer to define the methodology to achieve a desired performance
objective or functional requirement, thus allowing innovative or unconventional solutions
provided that an adequate level of safety can be demonstrated.
Although single element standard fire testing, and the prescriptive code
requirements that result, can establish relative differences in behaviour of structural
components at elevated temperatures, they by no means fully describe the differences in
building interactions (such as continuity of structural members across multiple bays, for
example) or modern construction practices (using higher strength concretes, tendon and
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reinforcement placement errors, etc.) which may be important factors for the
performance of UPT flat plate buildings in fire. Most prescriptive code rules developed
from standard fire tests are based on a limited number of tests, some of which are more
than 50 years old (CPCI, 2007) and are based on methods of construction and design
loads that, although relevant at the time, are now outdated (Bailey, 2004). For instance,
the prescriptive rules for minimum concrete cover for a given fire resistance in the UK
are apparently based on experiments with concrete mixes of a proprietary nature dating
from the 1930s and 1940s; many used crushed brick aggregate which is nowhere in
widespread use today (Kelly and Purkiss, 2008). Modern UPT construction uses higher
strength concretes which may be more prone to spalling than historical mixes (Hertz,
2003); this concern is not generally discussed in a prescriptive design environment.
Structural behaviour in fire in all but the simplest cases is much more complex
than simply relating to loss of material strength of an isolated member due to heating,
which is essentially what standardized fire testing and prescriptive codes predict (Usmani
et al., 2001; Gille, 2009). Buildings do not typically represent a collection of independent
elements, rather the structural members interact with each other during fire, redistributing
loads and imposing thermal strains and stresses within the building frame. Since UPT flat
plate structures are continuous across multiple bays, any local tendon heating or damage
is likely to have global impacts on the structure. This is potentially of great importance
when considering that standard fire tests (on which the existing prescriptive codes are
based) are most often performed on simply-supported, axially unrestrained, isolated
members (Gille, 2009).
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It is very difficult to prescribe a realistic fire rating for a structural element
(however conservative or unconservative) in a building based only on concrete cover and
overall member dimensions. An understanding of the behaviour and interactions of each
structural component is needed to properly describe a UPT structure’s behaviour in fire.

2.3 Mechanical Properties of Concrete
The focus of this thesis is primarily to analyze the specific performance of steel
prestressing tendons under heating regimes that might be expected for UPT structures in
fully-developed compartment fires. However, in subsequent chapters an attempt is made
to shed light on the potential consequences (for both punching shear and flexural failure
modes) of elevated temperature exposures for UPT flat plate concrete structures. This is
accomplished through numerical modelling (Chapter 3) and a parametric analysis using
an extension of existing code-based procedures for ambient temperature design
(Chapter 5). To simulate the behaviour of a UPT slab at elevated temperature, knowledge
of the thermal and mechanical performance of concrete and steel at high temperature is
required. In addition, the exposure temperatures of steel enclosed in concrete are partly a
function of the thermal properties of concrete in fire, particularly with respect to different
concretes’ propensity for spalling which can result in sudden and total loss of the
concrete cover, which would directly expose the tendon to fire and cause extremely
rapid, localized heating. This section discusses the thermal and mechanical properties of
concrete and also briefly touches on the issue of concrete cover spalling in fire and how it
may impact the temperature to which post-tensioning tendons are exposed.
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2.3.1 Thermal Properties of Concrete
To approximate the strength reduction of a reinforced concrete section, it is
necessary to know the nonlinear temperature distribution through the concrete cross
section. This in turn requires a detailed knowledge of the variable thermal properties of
concrete with increasing temperature, including: density, ρ, thermal conductivity, k, and
specific heat, C. With these variables known a heat transfer analysis may be undertaken
to predict the temperatures within the concrete during a heating event. Equation 2.1
(from Bisby, 2003) describes one dimensional heat transfer in concrete.
∂  ∂T 
∂T
k
 + q = ρC
∂x  dx 
∂t

(2.1)

where T is the temperature, t is time, and q is a term representing heat generation within
the material (assumed to be zero for conventional reinforced concrete).
Density of Concrete
The density of concrete is largely unaffected by elevated temperature as shown in
Figure 2.2, which is adapted from Schneider (1988). The slight decrease with
temperature seen in this figure is due to moisture loss. At 800°C a steep decrease due to
thermal degradation is seen for carbonate minerals in certain aggregates such as
limestone.
Thermal Conductivity of Concrete
The process where thermal energy is transferred from a region of high
temperature to a region of low temperature within a solid is called conduction. For
concrete, thermal conductivity is primarily a function of moisture content and aggregate
type (Lie, 1992). Figure 2.3 describes the decreased thermal conductivity of concrete
with increasing temperature for a range of aggregate types. Higher thermal conductivity
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results in rapid heat transfer within a material, whereas low thermal conductivity has the
opposite effect. For comparison, the thermal conductivity of mild steel is about
46 W/m·K.
Specific Heat
The specific heat of concrete relates to the amount of thermal energy per unit
mass (or in some cases per unit volume) required to change the temperature by one
degree. Specific heat for lightweight and normal weight aggregate concrete is shown (per
unit mass) in Figure 2.4. The specific heat for lightweight aggregate concrete is typically
less than for heavier aggregate concretes (Lie, 1992; Buchanan, 2001). Specific heat can
also be influenced by moisture content; although this difference disappears beyond about
100°C as the moisture evaporates.
Heat Transfer Analysis
Using the thermal properties of concrete discussed above in conjunction with
Equation 2.1, heat transfer within an assumed semi-infinite concrete slab exposed to high
temperature or fire (from below) can be determined using a relatively simple finite
difference analysis. In this thesis such an analysis is used to provide an indication of the
temperature that post-tensioned tendons may reach in a fire exposed slab (Section 2.4), as
is needed for the numerical studies presented later (Chapter 5) as well as the internal
temperature distributions needed to assess the strength of concrete over a slab’s thickness
(also discussed in Chapter 5).
The spatial and temporal variations in temperature through a concrete slab
subjected to any heating curve or standard fire (e.g., ASTM 2001a) can be found by
discretizing the slab into a number of elemental layers through its thickness and using an
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energy balance technique. One example of such an analysis is available in computer
software coded and validated by Bisby (2003). Without getting into the details of Bisby’s
(2003) analysis, the heat transfer model assumes one-dimensional heat transfer (i.e., no
edge or boundary effects) and the effect of thermal conduction within reinforcing steel is
ignored since its volume is small (an approach which is widely taken in numerical heat
transfer of reinforced concrete slabs and has been extensively validated). The heat
transfer analysis is able to account for different aggregates found in North America as
well as the evaporation of moisture from concrete occurring at temperatures near 100°C
(Bisby, 2003). The model assumes that one-dimensional heat transfer in a solid described
by a differential equation expressed as Equation 2.1. Essentially, the model invokes
conservation of energy within each layer. The left hand terms in Equation 2.1 represent
heat transfer into or out of a volume due to heat conduction during a given time interval,
and the right hand term represents the heat or energy stored per dimension per unit time.
A slab can be divided into horizontal layers, as shown in Figure 2.5, and using Equation
2.1 with appropriate boundary conditions finite-difference heat transfer equations can be
derived to describe transient heat transfer in a solid over given time intervals. These can
be used to evaluate thermal gradients in concrete slabs in fire. Full details of the heat
transfer model and its derivation and implementation can be found in Bisby (2003).

2.3.2 Mechanical Behaviour of Concrete at Elevated Temperature
Stress-Strain Response at Elevated Temperature
Figure 2.6 displays relative compressive stress versus strain relationships for
concrete at different elevated temperatures. As concrete is heated, loss of compressive
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strength occurs (which is partly irreversible upon cooling) as a result of thermal damage
from loss of cohesion between particles, cement matrix micro-cracking, and dehydration
at high temperature. This process is described by Schneider (1988) as thermal decohesion
of concrete. Figure 2.7 shows the reduction in compressive strength of concrete at high
temperature suggested for performance-based structural fire engineering calculations by
Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). Eurocode 2 also provides methodologies to approximate the
full stress versus strain response of concrete at any temperature.
Fire Induced Concrete Spalling
The cold working process that is used in the manufacture of prestressing steel and
which gives it its high strength also makes it susceptible to permanent damage from
exposure to high temperature, since high temperature removes the cold work and causes
the steel essentially to revert to mild steel bars. Fire protection for both non-prestressed
and prestressed reinforcement in concrete is provided by ensuring adequate concrete
cover to maintain sufficiently low temperatures at the level of the internal steel
reinforcement. Any degradation or removal of the cover concrete, such as from spalling
in fire, will therefore result in more severe temperature exposures for the reinforcement.
Despite considerable dedicated research efforts over the past twenty years or so,
the phenomenon of fire-induced explosive spalling of concrete cover concrete remains
poorly understood and difficult to control. It is now widely accepted that explosive
spalling is caused, to differing degrees for different concretes in different situations, by a
combination of internal pore-pressure build-up and thermal stresses arising because of
steep thermal gradients in the early stages of a fire. The pore spaces within concrete are
typically at least partially filled with water, and during heating this water turns to steam
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and generates internal pressure in the concrete. When pore pressure within the concrete
matrix increases sufficiently to exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, concrete
pieces begin to ‘spall off’. Thermal stresses arise because the external surfaces of the
concrete heat up and thermally expand but are restrained by the cooler concrete inside the
member. This causes compressive stresses in the external layers and tensile stresses
within the member; these can also cause spalling in certain situations. Fire induced
spalling has been widely documented in many real UPT slab structures in fire. For
instance, the Parmelee school incident (mentioned in Section 2.2.1) described an event
where nearly one metre of prestressing strand was directly exposed to fire resulting from
concrete cover spalling (Troxell, 1965). Modern UPT flat plate buildings use
comparatively slender construction, large span to depth ratios, and higher concrete
strengths than have previously been the case. Shallower slabs have smaller thermal mass
and higher heating rates in fire; these facts in combination are likely make UPT slabs
more susceptible to explosive cover spalling (Hertz, 2003). Indeed, recent large scale fire
testing on post tensioned slabs has shown that these structures may fail before their
prescriptive fire resistance rating times in large part due to widespread cover spalling and
localized heating leading to rupture of prestressing tendons (Kelly and Purkiss, 2008).
According to Hertz (2003), prestressing also causes an increase in spalling due to the
resulting pre-compressive stresses in the concrete; pre-compression is known to
exacerbate spalling. This is explained by Bazant (1997) as being due to restrained
thermal dilation around the heated surface of concrete which induces additional stresses
inside the concrete. When this exceeds the compressive strength capacity of the concrete
the compressive stress can be released by brittle fractures in the concrete, and presents as
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spalling. High moisture contents (greater than about 3% by mass), small pore size,
aggregate type and size (larger aggregates can cause larger tensile stresses due to thermal
expansion), low porosity, or high concrete density can also contribute to increased
spalling in fire (particularly when densifying admixtures such as silica fume are added to
the mix as in most high-strength concretes) (Hertz, 2003; Chang, 2008).
Spalling due to fire is a highly complex and poorly understood phenomenon. As
such it has not been explicitly treated in the current thesis. It is sufficient for the current
work to recognize that spalling is more likely for modern, high-strength, highly
optimized UPT concrete structures than has historically been the case for conventional
reinforced concrete buildings, and that spalling has the potential to locally expose
unbonded prestressing tendons to severe heating (such as is imposed in the tests
presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis).

2.4 Mechanical Properties of Prestressing Steel
Prior to undertaking a complete investigation (including a study of potential
consequences) of UPT structures in fire, it is essential to understand the specific response
of the unbonded tendons at elevated temperature and under transient heating and cooling
regimes. This section discusses the mechanical behaviour of prestressing tendons at high
temperature as well as providing information on strength reductions due to heating. A
brief discussion of mild steel reinforcement at high temperature is also provided.
Unlike bonded prestressing tendons concrete structures, UPT steel tendons can be
treated as largely independent of the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the surrounding
concrete, since the strain of the concrete is not directly transferred to the unbonded
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tendons (although thermal deformation and strength reduction of the concrete will
obviously have global consequences which may affect the response of an unbonded
tendon in a real structure). For unbonded tendons, any localised effect in the tendon will
be reduced only by frictional effects along the tendon’s length and will affect areas that
are not directly exposed to fire.

2.4.1 Stress Relaxation
During heating, prestressed steel tendons that are longitudinally restrained will
experience a loss of prestress due to thermal and creep relaxation. Although a portion of
this stress relaxation is recoverable (due to elastic thermal expansion), some of the
relaxation results in irrecoverable prestress losses (due to inelastic thermal creep). The
subsections below describe, in detail, thermal and creep relaxation of cold-drawn
prestressing steel. A method for calculating creep deformation for prestressing strand
under transient heating and cooling regimes that is available from the existing scientific
literature is presented and explained.
Strain Components of at High Temperature
Anderberg (2008) discusses the three strain components that must be considered
to analytically describe transient strand relaxation on heating; these are (1) thermal strain,
εT, which is a function only of temperature, (2) creep strain, εcr, which is a function of

temperature, time, and stress, and (3) mechanical or stress-related strain, εσ, which is a
function of applied stress and temperature.
Consider an idealized unbonded tendon under an initial tensile stress where the
tendon is assumed not to change in length and is independent of the deformation of the
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concrete. This simplified case requires any elongation due to thermal expansion or creep
deformation on heating to be balanced by an equal and opposing elongation caused by a
change mechanical stress. A reduction of the force (stress) in the tendon is needed to
accommodate the elongation; thus a stress relaxation of the tendon. Equation 2.2 relates
the total tendon elongation (δtotal) to changes in length due the tendon’s mechanical (δσ),
thermal (δth) and creep (δcr) elongation.

δ total = const = δ σ + δ th + δ cr

(2.2)

Since the tendon is assumed restrained and cannot increase in length, the elongation of
the tendon must be zero, so that Equation 2.2 means that the mechanical elongation
equals the elongation from thermal and creep effects.
Thermal Strain
Several different equations are available in the literature to describe the thermal
expansion of various types and grades of steel reinforcement. In this thesis the
Eurocode 2 equation (CEN, 2004) for prestressing steel is used:

ε t = δ th / l = −2.016 x10 −4 + 10 −5 T + 0.4 x10 −8 T 2

(2.3)

where l is the specimen’s original length and T is the temperature in degrees Celsius.
This equation is assumed valid between 20°C and 1200°C.

High Temperature Creep Strain
Creep can be described as long term deformation under sustained load. Creep can
occur in steel under ambient temperature, although its effects are typically so small as to
be negligible. Under most conditions, creep is only a problem when members are
subjected to very high sustained loading. If these loads are removed there may be a slow
recovery of some of the creep deformations, but a degree of permanent deformation will
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remain. Creep strain at high temperature is considered herein as irrecoverable upon the
removal of stress. At elevated temperatures, creep effects are accelerated. Deformations
occur more rapidly under sustained load at high temperature, resulting in plastic
behaviour, and in the extreme case in runaway tensile creep failure.
To computationally predict creep, knowledge of a number of material factors is
necessary; material activation energies, temperatures, initial and time varying stress
levels, and duration of heating and cooling (Harmathy, 1967; Lear, 1983; Purkiss, 2007).
At constant temperature, creep can be sub-divided into three categories (phases) as
shown in Figure 2.8. These are: primary, secondary and tertiary creep. High temperature
creep can also be sub-divided into these three categories. Primary creep is represented by
an initial parabolic strain increase with temperature and time, secondary creep is
represented by a linear increase in strain with temperature and time, and tertiary creep
results in runaway strain increases leading to failure. For the purposes of the current
study a tendon is conservatively considered to have failed due to excessive secondary
creep strain development and tertiary creep is not explicitly included in the analysis
(Lear, 1983). As such, models for predicting tertiary creep are not discussed in this
thesis. At high temperature, analytical descriptions of creep must incorporate thermal
effects, which are most often accomplished by replacing the time parameter in an
analytical description of secondary creep with temperature-compensated time as
described below.
High temperature creep in prestressing steel is observable at temperatures above
about 250°C (Anderberg, 2008). Because of the complicated analysis required to
realistically account for creep when performing numerical analysis of concrete structures
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in fire, creep is typically assumed to be included “implicitly” in code-based equations for
strength and stiffness reductions with temperature, as in Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) for
example. However, more sophisticated approaches are available to model steady-state
creep in prestressing steel that can be extended to more rationally and accurately predict
the explicit transient creep effects on heating (Harmathy, 1967; Thor, 1973; Lear, 1983;
Anderberg, 1983; Buchanan, 2001; Dwaikat and Kodur, 2008; MacLean et al., 2008;
Anderberg, 2008; Gorash, 2008).

High Temperature Creep Modelling
Different materials (mild steel, prestressing steel, concrete, etc.) have different
physical mechanisms that cause time dependent deformations under constant stress. In
addition, for any given material different creep mechanisms may act at various
combinations of stress and temperature. This thesis makes use of a specific explicit creep
modelling methodology to describe the transient thermal creep strain for prestressing
steel subject to time-varying temperature and stress. The basis of the model was largely
developed from the 1940s to the 1970s by assorted researchers (Zener and Hollomon,
1944; Dorn, 1954; Harmathy and Stanzak, 1970).
Creep theory as described by Dorn (1954) assumes that steel behaves as a
Newtonian liquid with high viscosity; as temperatures increase the average oscillations of
atoms also increase which promotes creep by more frequent stress-driven molecular
arrangements (MacLean, 2007). Dorn’s theory considers temperature and time in
analyzing creep deformations for different temperatures and stress levels. This requires
the use of temperature-compensated time, described in the form of an Arrhenius equation
as:
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•

ε = Ae −∆H / RT

(2.4)

•

where ε represents creep rate, R is the Universal Gas Constant, ∆H is the activation
energy for creep (a measure of the amount of energy required to cause molecular
motion), and T is the absolute temperature. This is applied to a Newtonian fluid with
tensile viscosity (η), as follows:
•

η = σ /ε

(2.5)

The Arrhenius equation can be reformulated to describe the effects of both temperature
and stress:

ε = A(σ )e − ∆H / RT

(2.6a)

ε = A(σ ) ∫ e − ∆H / RT dt

(2.6b)

where the empirical coefficient A is a function of stress and is specific to the material
being modelled (Dowling, 1998; Dorn, 1955). The formulation assumes that the
activation energy remains constant, and in general this is valid only at temperatures
above half the melting point of a metal (Shelby and Dorn, 1953). Harmathy (1967)
asserts that for carbon steels this assumption is valid in the range of 400°C to 700°C. By
writing Equation 2.6b in differential form and integrating both sides creep strains can be
represented in terms of temperature-compensated time, θ:
t

θ = ∫ e −∆H / RT dt

(2.7)

0

or for constant temperature (as in Figure 2.9):

θ = te

− ∆H
RT
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(2.8)

Dorn’s method of combining temperature and time into a single variable provided a
means of presenting creep data in concise forms for various types and grades of steels.
Zener and Hollomon’s (1944) work relating the effect of strain rate to the plastic
flow of steel can be used to develop a more versatile model of secondary creep. Elevated
temperature creep parameters can only be experimentally determined in steady-state
tests. In such a test a specimen is heated to a predetermined temperature and a sustained
load is then applied and held constant. In plotting experimental strain data versus
temperature compensated time, the Zener-Hollomon parameter, Z, and a dimensionless
creep parameter, ε cr ,0 , can be quantified. By testing various types of steels (mild and
prestressing) at high temperature, Z and ε cr ,0 were obtained for Grade 1725 prestressing
steel by Harmathy and Stanzak (1970). The results are presented as:
Z = 195.27 × 10 6 σ 3 for σ ≤ 172 MPa

(2.9)

Z = 8.21 × 1013 e 0.0145σ for 172 < σ ≤ 690 MPa

(2.10)

ε cr , 0 = 9.262 × 10 −5 σ 0.67

(2.11)

where σ represents the current stress (in MPa) (i.e. the prestress at the current time).
With temperature compensated time and appropriate creep parameters determined from
steady-state tests, an expression for creep strains at elevated temperature can be
developed. Harmathy developed an equation to represent the creep strain in steel at
elevated temperature and constant stress as:

ε cr =

ε cr , 0
ln 2

cosh −1 (2

Zθ / ε cr , 0

) for σ = constant

(2.12)

This equation is commonly used to estimate the creep strain of various types of steel
explicitly (Purkiss, 2007).
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2.4.2 High Temperature Strength and Stiffness Reductions
In addition to transient creep effects during heating, the mechanical properties of
prestressing steel are also affected by elevated temperatures, both during heating and also
after exposure to heating (i.e., residual properties). The parameters of primary interest are
the modulus of elasticity and the yield strength (or offset yield strength in the case of
prestressing steel which does not have a well-defined yield point).
As noted previously, prestress relaxation depends on the stress-related strain,
which is affected by reductions in the modulus of elasticity of steel under exposure to
high temperatures. Cold drawn prestressing steel typically has an elastic modulus of
between 190 GPa and 200 GPa for design purposes (PTI, 2008; ACI-ASCE Committee
423, 2005). A number of analytical descriptions for modulus reductions with temperature
are available in the literature (Anderberg, 1983; MacLean, 2007). One typical modulus of
elasticity reduction curve, which is used later in this thesis and discussed in length, is
given in Table 2.2 for both prestressing and mild steel reinforcement (CEN, 2004).
Most construction materials experience reduced strength with increasing
temperature, and this is true also for prestressing steel. The strength reduction effects can
be described, for example, through the use of equations given by Eurocode 2 (CEN,
2004). Strength reduction curves for prestressing steel and mild steel reinforcing bars are
shown in Figure 2.9. According to the authors of Eurocode 2, the development of these
curves “implicitly” includes the effect of creep deformations for heating rates and stress
levels which are to be expected during fire. Figure 2.10 illustrates this stress-strain
relationship suggested for prestressing steel in Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). It has been
shown (both elsewhere and later in this thesis) that the Eurocode 2 prestressing strand
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strength reductions are conservative and predict failure earlier than experimentally
observed during standard fire tests of loaded reinforced or prestressed concrete flexural
elements (Bailey 2009).
For a UPT tendon inside a reinforced concrete slab in a real building, if the rate of
prestress relaxation during fire is less than the rate of thermally-induced yield strength
reduction then the tendon may rupture under exposure to elevated temperature. Figure
2.11 illustrates the hypothetical relaxing of prestress levels with time in a fire exposed
tendon intercepting the yield strength reduction curve with time of fire exposure for the
same tendon. Eventually, the prestress relaxation curve may intercept the strength
reduction curve, indicating that the stress level in the tendon exceeds its strength at the
current temperature and that failure of the tendon through yielding and strength loss is
possible.
However, yield strength reductions and prestress reductions cannot be treated as
totally independent parameters. The yield strength of steel is both temperature and load
rate dependent (Zheng et al., 2008). Load rate effects are influenced by creep (a stresstime-temperature dependant deformation). It is important to remember that transient
thermal creep is said to be implicitly included in the Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) equations.
However, this implicit inclusion apparently fails to consider or report various factors or
test information which could influence the amount of creep at high temperature. As such
it is useful to investigate explicit models for creep deformation (as given in Chapter 3)
which may predict prestress relaxations in which are more or less severe than those
predicted using the simplified ‘implicit creep’ Eurocode approach.
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2.4.3 Mechanical Properties of Mild Steel Reinforcement
Mild steel reinforcement is always used in conjunction with prestressing steel in
UPT structures to meet structural integrity, load carrying capacity, and serviceability
requirements.
Similar to prestressing reinforcement, mild steel reinforcement undergoes a
degree of both thermal and creep strain during exposure to high temperature while
stressed. Unlike prestressing steel however; high temperature creep effects tend to be
apparent only for temperatures greater than 450°C (Twilt, 1988). Mild reinforcing steel is
also generally under much lower stresses in service than prestressing steel (CPCI, 2007).
Therefore, most code equations implicitly include creep in their strength reduction
equations. For the purpose of this thesis it is assumed that creep and thermal strain is
inherently included in Eurocode 2’s high temperature stress versus strain relationships for
mild steel (CEN, 2004). These relationships are described in Chapter 5. Table 2.2 gives
the Eurocode 2 reductions for modulus of elasticity, and Figure 2.9 illustrates the strength
reduction assumed for mild steel reinforcement. Additional information regarding mild
steel reinforcement (including creep effects) is given by Dwaikat and Kodur (2008).

2.5 Previous Research on Post-Tensioned Structures in Fire
The inherent fire resistance of UPT structures which is assumed by most building
codes (and by most designers) is apparently based on a series of large scale standard fire
experiments conducted nearly 50 years ago (see Gustaferro, 1973; PTI, 1990, Ellobody
and Bailey, 2008 for more details), and as previously noted the true behaviour of realistic
UPT structures in fire remains largely unknown (FIB, 1999; Lee and Bailey, 2006; Kelly
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and Purkiss, 2008; MacLean et al., 2008). Very few high temperature experiments on
UPT steel or UPT structural members are available in the literature. Limited
experimental studies are reported in the literature from research on post-tensioned
concrete slabs subjected to standard fires (Gustaferro, 1973; Van Herberhen and Van
Damme, 1983; Kelly and Purkiss, 2008; Ellobody and Bailey, 2008). While all of these
studies are instructive in many respects, they are not truly representative of or applicable
to the performance of real UPT concrete slab structures in fire due to various
shortcomings.

2.5.1 Early UPT Experiments
Sixteen simply supported UPT rectangular T-beam sections were studied under
elevated temperature by Hill and Ashton (1957). Those authors noted significant
irrecoverable deflections after fire exposure and noticed a loss of prestress upon cooling,
although they did not provide any quantification of this observation. Gustaferro (1973)
performed 18 large scale tests on UPT concrete slabs under a standard fire assuming the
standard failure criteria outlined in Section 2.2. Gustaferro’s key observation was that
increasing the concrete cover would thermally protect the prestressing reinforcement
from elevated temperatures and result in satisfactory fire resistance.

2.5.2 Van Herberhen and Van Damme’s Experiments
Van Herberhen and Van Damme (1983) performed eight standard fire tests on
single span continuous UPT concrete slabs. The slabs were 180 mm thick and spanned
one way with internal spans of 6 m. The results showed that six out of the eight tests
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failed before the prescribed fire resistance rating was reached. The research concluded
that European concrete cover specifications were inadequate and recommended that
design codes be updated accordingly. As a result of this research Eurocode 2 (CEN,
2004) code procedures increased the required concrete cover for prestressed elements in
buildings. Additionally, Van Heberhen and Van Damme’s research was key motivation
for more recent testing on UPT slabs by Kelly and Purkiss (2008).

2.5.3 Kelly and Purkiss’ Experiments
Kelly and Purkiss (2008) undertook a single standard fire test on a simply
supported, restrained, bonded post-tensioned concrete slab. The specimen was tested
under exposure to a standard fire and was designed to have a prescribed two hour fire
resistance rating. The slab was 8.5 m long by 3.6 m wide, utilized 15.7 mm diameter
post-tensioned steel tendons with a parabolic longitudinal profile, and had a uniform
overall thickness of 250mm.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the vertical deflection of the slab during the fire test.
Shortly into the experiment large levels of spalling occurred, and by 20 minutes into the
fire exposure portions of the tendon were directly exposed to flame temperatures.
Although the average temperature of the slab was 350-400°C, portions of the tendon
recorded temperatures greater than 900°C. By 66 minutes into the test, runaway
deflections occurred and resulted in failure of the slab; this was well before the
prescribed two hour rating expected for this slab on the basis of prescriptive code
reauirements. The slab failed primarily due to weakening of the strands on exposure to
elevated temperature (Kelly and Purkiss, 2008). Although this thesis considers mainly
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unbonded as opposed to bonded PT construction, a particular focus is on the performance
of prestressing steel in fire. The Kelly and Purkiss (2008) test, while on a bonded PT
slab, nonetheless illustrates the potential for concrete cover spalling and the effects of
extreme temperature exposure on prestressing steel.
While only a single test, the Kelly and Purkiss (2008) experiment showed that
increased concrete cover recommended in the prescriptive codes cannot address the
performance of a PT slab in fire if spalling occurs. The experiment therefore resulted in
some controversy in the engineering community in the UK (Rowson, 2008). Concerns
were raised as to the effects of cover spalling given that the moisture content of the tested
slab (above 4%) was high when compared against code provisions which suggest that inservice moisture contents should typically be limited to less than about 3% (CEN, 2004).
The consensus in the UK now seems to be that a better understanding of spalling, and
means to prevent it, is required so that designers can confidently rely on prescribed
concrete cover depths to ensure adequate fire resistance for UPT structures.

2.5.4 Ellobody and Bailey’s Experiments
Bailey’s tests were heavily motivated by a series of Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) tests conducted in 1967. These large scale standard fire tests were on a 5.28 m by
4.27 m slab with 152 mm thickness and 25mm of cover to the prestressed reinforcement.
The UL tests were fully laterally restrained and subjected to a 224 minute long standard
fire with no spalling or failure being observed (Lee and Bailey, 2006). A laterally
restrained flexural member is one whose thermal expansion is prevented by surrounding
structural elements. In the case of a continuous slab, the bottom of a heated bay tends to
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expand along the slab’s length. Where adjacent bays are unheated, the surrounding
structure forms a rigid diaphragm which restrains thermal expansion of the heated
portion of the slab. Because a temperature gradient exists through the concrete slab, the
line of thrust created by thermal restraint can often fall below the member’s centroid,
causing and an upward arching action or thrust. This effectively induces a prestress force
in the concrete at the edge of the fire affected bay which normally enhances fire
resistance (Buchanan, 2001). This beneficial behaviour was of interest to Bailey and
Ellobody (2009).
Bailey and Ellobody (2009) conducted four standard fire tests and two ambient
temperature control tests to assess the behaviour of UPT slabs in fire (they also
conducted tests on bonded PT slabs although these are not discussed here). The tests
aimed to demonstrate the behaviour of concrete with different aggregates, the effects of
thermal expansion and lateral restraint, and the development of a computational model
using off-the-shelf finite element software. Low relaxation Grade 1860 prestressing steel
with a nominal diameter of 15.7 mm was used in 4 m long by 1.6 m wide concrete slabs
of 160 mm thickness. The fire testing furnace configuration imposed a heated length of
3.2 m, representing 80% of the slabs’ total length. Tendons were parabolically draped
with zero support eccentricity and a mid-span cover of approximately 42 mm. The
effective prestressing force was taken as approximately 60% of ultimate. The slabs can
be considered designed with a prescriptive fire resistance of approximately 120 minutes
(see Table 2.1).
The first fire test of a laterally unrestrained slab resulted in catastrophic flexural
failure at a tendon midspan temperature of 492°C after 178 minutes of fire exposure,
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when all post-tensioned tendons ruptured in tension (Bailey and Ellobody 2009). It
should be noted that after 28 minutes, the furnace observation glass began to crack
resulting in the experiment being halted for 9 minutes. After 103 minutes, one of the two
burners recorded a fault and was shut down; this resulted in the test continuing with only
one burner. Vertical displacement measurement was interrupted prior to failure (at 129
minutes) due to excessive steam emanating from the unexposed face of the slab (notably
this steam was observed to be travelling predominately through longitudinal cracks in the
concrete located directly above the unbonded tendons). Ellobody and Bailey noted, that
on removal of the slab, no evidence of spalling was observed in this particular test. The
vertical displacement versus tendon midspan temperature for this test is shown in Figure
2.13.
The last three tests (two laterally restrained and one unrestrained) were continued
only up to a maximum tendon midspan temperature of 350°C to prevent catastrophic
failure of the slabs and possible damage to the testing furnace and other equipment. Prior
to the termination of each test, displacements in the unrestrained tests were typically
larger than those of the restrained tests. None of the restrained tests were brought to
failure, resulting in an incomplete comparison for the effect of restraint beyond tendon
temperatures of 350°C. Nevertheless, a computational model built in ABAQUS finite
element software was presented by the authors based on their experimental results
(Bailey and Ellobody, 2009). The finite element model calibrated well (with ‘negligible’
error) against their test data for tendon temperatures less than 300°C. However, greater
error developed for tendon temperatures beyond this point. For instance, in the first test
which resulted in failure by tendon rupture, the model’s deflection prediction was in error
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at times by 20% (Ellobody and Bailey, 2008). This might indicate that the effects of
transient creep in the tendons at elevated temperatures, which was not accounted for in
the models but would be expected to become important at temperatures about 300°C,
need to be included in order to accurately predict collapse of UPT slabs in fire; this
supports the fundamental motivation for the research presented herein.
Minor spalling of the concrete cover was observed in only one of the tests
performed by Bailey and Ellobody (2009) despite pre-test measured moisture contents of
less than 2.5%. The spalling did not directly expose the tendons to the flame
temperatures.
Based on their extensive testing and modelling, Bailey and Ellobody (2009)
concluded that:
•

under relatively low moisture contents (1.7-2.5%), spalling was not
significant;

•

the Eurocode design strength reductions (CEN, 2004) were conservative; and

•

vertical slab deflection was lower in restrained slabs compared to unrestrained
ones. This was due to a restoring moment created by the restraining force
applied at the ends of the slab due to the slab’s thermal expansion.

2.5.5 MacLean’s Stress Relaxation Experiments
All previous experiments on UPT tendons and structural members have used
standard fire tests on short, isolated flexural members. Previous tests have focused on
member behaviour and have provided little insight into the specific performance of the
steel prestressing tendons under transient heating and cooling regimes. MacLean (2007)
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started to address this issue by performing transient relaxation tests on restrained UPT
tendons under various heating and cooling regimes. This thesis represents a continuation
and extension of MacLean’s work.
MacLean performed experiments on isolated prestressing tendons with a total
length of 5.4 m. The tendons were stressed to about 55% of ultimate stress, restrained in
a horizontal prestressing bed, and heated over 11% of their length using a custom tube
furnace installed in the stressing bed at midspan (MacLean, 2007). The tendons were
heated using various ramp-soak-cool regimes and the prestress level was continuously
monitored to study the stress-temperature-time dependencies of tendon stress. The
heating rate (10°C/min) was chosen to be approximately representative of what would be
expected on in a concrete slab with 20mm of concrete cover and a standard fire exposure
from below. The soak period was taken as 90 minutes in most of MacLean’s tests with
temperatures of 200°C, 300°C, 400°C, 500°C and 700°C. After the soak, a slow cooling
period (accomplished by exposing the tendon to air temperature) was applied. Results of
some of MacLean’s tests are given in Figure 2.14, which shows the variation in tendon
stress with exposure to one of various ramp-soak-cool regimes.
It can be seen in Figure 2.14 that for a temperature set point of 300°C, very little
stress loss occurs. This can be quantified at approximately 10% stress loss during
heating, and 3% permanent stress loss after cooling. For temperature set points above
300°C, more stress relaxation of the tendon occurs. At the temperature set point of 400°C
there are 32% losses during heating and 24% permanent stress losses after cooling. This
behaviour indicates there is an increase in stress loss with increasing temperature, and a
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significant amount of permanent stress relaxation possibly due to creep deformation
beyond 300°C.
No prestressing tendons failed in the MacLean’s experiments under these testing
regimes. It was found that in every test the rate of stress relaxation was more than the rate
of yield strength reduction. More details of MacLean’s (2007) experiments are given in
subsequent chapters where appropriate.
MacLean’s key conclusions were that:
•

significant residual strength losses occur for tendons heated beyond 300°C;

•

irrecoverable stress losses in the form of creep deformation occur beyond
300°C; and

•

the behaviour and interaction of thermal expansion, stress level and high
temperature creep are not well known and require further investigation.

2.5.6 Summary of testing regimes
Much remains unknown about the true behaviour of UPT concrete slabs and
structures in fire. The Kelly and Purkiss (2008) tests were not replicated and used bonded
prestressing steel. The Ellobody and Bailey (2008) experiments largely neglected the
effects of higher temperature exposure (above 350°C) on steel, where creep and
relaxation become important and may accelerate structural failure. MacLean’s (2007)
tests addressed the concept of stress relaxation (creep behaviour) in prestressing steel
brought on by elevated temperatures, but used unrealistically short tendons and only a
single heated length ratio; his experiments considered tendons less than 6m in length,
which is not be representative of real continuous UPT concrete slabs. The experiments
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presented in the subsequent chapters represent a continuation of the MacLean tests and
deal with more realistic strand lengths under both fire and post-fire conditions. The
application of different heated lengths and the possibility for strength failure are also
considered.

2.6 Summary
This chapter reviewed available information relevant to understanding and
predicting the response of UPT tendons, members, and structures to fire. The key issues
which have been identified are summarized below:
•

A historical background of the use of prestressing steel was provided, as well
as a review of manufacturing processes and typical configurations for UPT
slab construction. These discussions set the context of the thesis and provide
relevant background information necessary to understanding the performance
of prestressing strands.

•

Various case studies presented in this chapter served to illustrate a lack of
understanding of the behaviour of UPT slabs in fire. This lack of
understanding is also evident in the current assessment methods for UPT
structures in fire, which rely entirely on prescriptive design methods.

•

The behaviour of concrete and steel at elevated temperatures was reviewed in
this chapter. Heat transfer within concrete was discussed in detail. This
information is used later in this thesis for assessment of a UPT concrete slab
in fire by numerically simulating its exposure to high temperatures.
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•

A comprehensive review of three recent testing programs relevant to the
current thesis (Kelly and Purkiss, Bailey and Ellobody and MacLean) was
presented.
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Table 2.1: Concrete cover requirements (in mm) for prestressed concrete slab members.
Fire Endurance rating
30 45 1
2 3 4
Restraint
Aggregate
Source
min min hr hr hr hr
unrestrained carbonate
(PTI, 1990;ACI, 2002)
19 35 48 unrestrained siliceous
(PTI, 1990;ACI, 2002)
19 38 54 unrestrained light weight (PTI, 1990;ACI, 2002)
19 32 41 restrained
carbonate
(PTI, 1990;ACI, 2002)
19 19 25 32
restrained
siliceous
(PTI, 1990;ACI, 2002)
19 19 25 32
restrained
light weight (PTI, 1990;ACI, 2002)
19 19 19 25
restrained
independent (IBC, 2006; PTI, 2008)
19 19 19 19 25 32
unrestrained independent (IBC, 2006; PTI, 2008)
38 50 un specified independent (NBCC, 2005;PTI, 2008) 20 25 25 39 50 64
*note: where data is not supplied by the reference ‘-’ is provided
Table 2.2: Modulus of elasticity reduction factors for various types of steel according to
Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004)
Reduction factor for
Temperature Reduction factor for
mild steel
(°C)
prestressing steel
reinforcement*
20
1
1
100
0.98
1
200
0.95
0.9
300
0.88
0.8
400
0.81
0.7
500
0.54
0.6
600
0.41
0.31
700
0.1
0.13
800
0.07
0.09
900
0.03
0.07
1000
0
0.04
*note: for temperatures between each specified point linear interpolation may be used.
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Figure 2.1: Standard fire curves from ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) and ISO 834 (ISO
834, 1999).
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Figure 2.2: Variation in density of concrete with temperature; adapted from Schneider
(1988).
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Figure 2.3: Variation in thermal conductivity of concrete with type of aggregate and
temperature; adapted from Lie (1992).
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Figure 2.4: Variation in heat capacity of concrete for various aggregate types with
temperature; adapted from Lie (1992).
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Figure 2.5: Discretization of a concrete slab for the purposes of heat transfer and strength
analysis; adapted from Bisby (2003).
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Figure 2.6: Relative compressive strength versus strain relationships for concrete at
elevated temperatures; adapted from Buchanan (2001).
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Figure 2.7: Reduction factors for peak compressive strength of concrete at elevated
temperature; adapted from Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004).
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Figure 2.8: Idealized creep behaviour of prestressing steel at elevated temperature.
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Figure 2.9: Relative tensile yield strength reduction factors for prestressing and mild
steels at elevated temperatures; adapted from Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004).
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Figure 2.10: Stress versus strain relationships for steel prestressing wires at elevated
temperatures; adapted from Hertz (2004).
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Figure 2.11: Illustrative curves showing prestress relaxation and strength relaxation
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steel prestressing tendon at elevated temperature.
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Figure 2.12: Midspan vertical deflection of a simply-supported, post-tensioned slab with
exposure to the standard fire from below; adapted from Kelly and Purkiss (2008).
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Figure 2.13: Midspan vertical deflection of a simply-supported, post-tensioned slab
deflection with exposure to a standard fire from below; adapted from Bailey and
Ellobody (2009).
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Chapter 3
Tendon Modelling
3.0 General
The stress level (prestress), strength (both yield and ultimate), and modulus of
elasticity of a post-tensioned tendon can be reduced during exposure to elevated
temperature. Exposure to high temperature can also cause thermal and creep
deformations resulting in relaxation of a restrained prestressing tendon (Anderberg, 2008;
CEN, 2004). The first point of investigation in the assessment of UPT slab structures
exposed to fire is typically to examine the prestressing tendons’ stress level and residual
strength; this was evident in all of the post-fire case studies discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Though tendon strength degradation has historically been considered as an important
parameter in experimental studies on UPT slabs in fire (Kelly and Purkiss, 2008; Bailey
and Ellobody, 2009), the high temperature prestress relaxation concept discussed in this
thesis has not been explicitly considered in any previous tests on UPT concrete members.
However, it is clear that prestress relaxation and even possible tendon failure resulting
from excessive creep are areas of concern for UPT concrete slab construction.
This chapter illustrates the development of a deformation-based computer model
that can be used to simulate and predict prestress relaxation and tendon degradation
(prestress loss) for unbonded tendons both during and after any transient heating and
cooling exposure. The specific objectives of the chapter are:
•

to conceptually clarify the relevant issues for the stress relaxation of a posttensioned tendon in fire;
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•

to develop a computational model incorporating both recoverable and
irrecoverable deformation to help aid in prediction of the performance of UPT
tendons exposed to elevated temperature or fire;

•

to validate the above model against previous experimentation (MacLean,
2007); and

•

to compare the predictions of the computational model against conventional
methods for calculating prestress relaxation which consider only modulus of
elasticity reduction factors which are assumed to inherently include the effects
of irrecoverable transient temperature creep (i.e., the approach taken by the
structural Eurocodes (CEN, 2004)).

The transient response of a stressed tendon under heating is dependent on stress,
temperature, and time. The computational model is therefore based on a UPT tendon that
is considered alone in various heating and cooling scenarios (i.e., the concrete and the
potential interactions with the structure are ignored). The computational model is
designed initially for use in predicting the experimental behaviour of an isolated UPT
tendon subjected to localized transient heating regimes as described in this chapter and in
further experiments described in Chapter 4. The analysis has been developed to enable
consideration of either a large scale or localized fire over any portion of a continuous
UPT multiple bay concrete structure. This allows preliminary simulation of large scale
UPT tendon response in fire (and assessment of potential consequences for flat plate UPT
concrete slabs) without the need to perform large scale tests, as illustrated in Chapter 5.
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3.1 Computational Model
When an unbonded (but restrained and stressed) prestressing tendon is heated, the
stress will decrease due to a combination of a gradual, reversible reduction of
prestressing force resulting from restrained thermal expansion, degradation in elastic
properties, and, depending on the stress level and temperature, an irreversible reduction
resulting from transient creep under applied stress at elevated temperatures. When a
stressed tendon is heated locally, because creep is a time-stress-temperature dependent
process, a complex interaction exists between stress levels and temperature history for a
tendon which undergoes a heating and cooling cycle. The changes in tendon stress
(referred to as prestress loss in the current discussion) can be predicted using the
computational model developed herein. The model is based on available experimental
high temperature creep data and accounts for transient thermal creep and stress relaxation
in a locally-heated, restrained tendon by subdividing the tendon into constant temperature
thermal regions along its length and applying a forward difference algorithm to update
prestress levels as time advances under any transient heating and cooling regime. The
overall computational model is summarized in Figure 3.1 (input parameters and thermal
regions calculations) and Figure 3.2 (overall program structure). The computational
model is described in detail beginning with the choice of programming language, the
program’s initial inputs for both the experimental and modelled simulations, the thermal
region discretization process, and an introduction to the stress relaxation algorithm which
is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
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3.1.1 Programming Language
The computational model was developed using the FORTRAN programming
language in the SCITE programming text editor. FORTRAN was selected as it has
previously been used to code creep phenomena subroutines (Naumenko, 2007; Gorash,
2008); creep formulations must deal with variables covering a large range of numerical
values. For instance, the Zener-Hollomon parameter (used in explicit creep calculations
and described below) might need to be computed to the 21st power in the calculations in
this thesis. This, when multiplied against other variables of similar magnitudes requires a
considerable allocation of precision in the program. The larger the number the greater the
required precision to still be able to discriminate small variations within the larger
number. The FORTRAN programming language suite was chosen as it can accurately
define and be modified to accept these parameter values over the entire range of
necessary computation without incurring loss of precision. Without this ability the
program can overflow the permissible variable size and terminate prematurely.

3.1.2 Input Parameters
Data for the computational model are obtained from two main input data files; (1)
a file giving discretized longitudinal heated coordinates along the tendon (this also can
include a numerical description of a tendon’s geometry and depth of concrete cover in a
slab), and (2) the corresponding time-temperature histories during a prescribed heating
event for these coordinates along the tendon (see Figure 3.1). The thermal histories can
be obtained experimentally as measured temperatures from tests, by numerical heat
transfer analysis, or from prescriptive design tables. The two sets of information are
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subsequently used to develop (by linear interpolation) time-temperature histories for any
chosen thermal region along the length of the tendon.
The time-temperature history for a tendon in a heating event or a fire can be
obtained directly from experimental observations (as is done later in this chapter and in
Chapter 4). In the absence of an experimental time-temperature history, a more complex
analysis can be undertaken wherein the time-temperature history of the tendon can be
predicted by numerical heat transfer analysis. When assessing the performance of a UPT
tendon in a real structure in any given fire scenario, the time-temperature history of the
tendon must be calculated numerically along its entire length.
The numerical description of the tendon geometry and depth of cover are first
obtained from an input file. The corresponding time-temperature data for the depths in
the concrete corresponding to the respective tendon coordinates can come from a
numerical heat transfer analysis or from design tables for a prescribed fire event for a
particular type of concrete. The analysis in this thesis invokes a numerical heat transfer
analysis in the absence of experimental data, rather than simplified prescriptive design
charts (since the trend in most codes is to move towards a performance-based approach
as noted in Chapter 2). By considering the heat transfer analysis of a simulated fire on a
UPT concrete slab, the temperature of the concrete at any depth can be calculated (the
output of the heat transfer analysis is to provide temperatures for varying depths of
concrete cover). The heat transfer model (which was very briefly described in Chapter 2)
was programmed previously by Bisby (2003) and can be used to calculate spatial and
temporal variations in temperature through a flat concrete slab (given the slab thickness,
concrete/aggregate type, and moisture content) based on any imposed heating scenario
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with fire exposure from below. Bisby’s finite difference elemental energy balance
approach accounts for non-linear variations in the thermal properties of the concrete and
for moisture evaporation, and has been coded (also using FORTRAN) and validated
previously. Refer to Bisby (2003) for additional details and a full description of the
analysis’ theory and technique.
In the current thesis, a simple algorithm was developed to relate the results of the
heat transfer analysis of the slab to the tendon geometry by means of the tendon cover
geometry (i.e., if the concrete clear cover to the tendon is 20mm, the temperature of the
tendon is assumed to be the temperature of the concrete at a depth of 20mm). The
program thus prepares time-temperature histories of the various locations set out for the
main longitudinal coordinate input file. For simplicity the assembly of the program does
not consider the presence of steel reinforcement to influence the heat transfer behaviour
within a simulated slab. This approach, which is widely considered valid for heat transfer
analysis in reinforced concrete, may be conservative for UPT reinforcement placed inside
a duct since the tendons will likely be exposed to lower temperatures than the current
analysis would predict.
The end result of the above procedure is a time-temperature history for each
longitudinally-defined coordinate along the length of the tendon. Next, it is necessary to
determine the associated longitudinal thermal regions of constant temperature to be used
during the prestress relaxation calculations.
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3.1.3 Thermal Regions
Figure 3.3 illustrates the thermal region concept. Squared shapes represent userdefined temperature reading coordinates (Ti) and the circular shapes represent the
calculated mid point between coordinates. Once the thermal time-temperature histories at
various longitudinal coordinates are known through experiment or by heat transfer
analysis, the longitudinal thermal profile of the tendon at any given instant in time can be
generated based on the user-specified heated coordinates placed at discrete locations
along the longitudinal axis of the tendon. The program uses these coordinates to
discretize the tendon into longitudinal thermal regions of assumed constant uniform
temperature. Thermal region discretization of the tendon is achieved by isolating each
midpoint between predefined heated longitudinal coordinates. The distance between
these midpoints is the assumed thermal region of constant temperature. The initial and
final coordinates are used as artificial midpoints which gives n-2 thermal regions in the
main program (where n is the number of longitudinal coordinates used). This
configuration was chosen so that no additional calculation weight was placed on the end
point temperatures. The end points represent artificial points of ambient temperature with
no temperature change during the program analysis.
The above procedure can be used to specify the dimensions of the fire (or the
heating scenario) along a tendon’s length. The computational analysis has been
developed to consider the case of either a large scale or localized fire over any portion of
a continuous UPT tendon. A portion of the tendon that is outside the heated region (i.e. in
adjacent bays of a multiple bay structure) is assumed to remain at ambient temperature
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unless otherwise specified in the input files. Longitudinal heat transfer along the tendon
is ignored.
As time increments forward in the analysis, the length and location of the
longitudinal thermal regions remains unchanged. In this manner, the tendon is discretized
into thermal regions rather than physical elements – a concept that is important in
understanding the procedure used for transient prestress loss calculations described in
Section 3.2. For harped or draped tendons, the model’s accuracy is affected by the
longitudinal tendon discretization, with greater accuracy achieved for shorter thermal
regions, since the tendon temperature varies continuously with concrete cover in these
cases.
With the appropriate thermal regions assigned and the corresponding timetemperature histories known at all locations, the data can be read into the main program
for performing prestress relaxation calculations (see Section 3.2 and Figure 3.2)

3.2 Computational Stress Relaxation Algorithm
The overall stress-relaxation algorithm is based on an extension of previous
research by MacLean (2007), although the extended version described in the current
thesis allows for a far more rigorous and versatile analysis using adaptive tendon
discretization and finer longitudinal thermal regions. The algorithm incorporates
analytical models and coefficients from several prior studies (see Chapter 2) to formulate
a stress-relaxation model capable of approximating the change in tendon stress as a result
of any transient heating and cooling regime for any overall tendon length, heated length,
tendon profile, concrete cover, and initial prestress level.
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Illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are schematics of the computational program.
Figure 3.1 shows the program’s input parameters and Figure 3.2 describes the main
algorithm used. The main algorithm assesses each thermal region of uniform temperature
separately for tendon elongation effects during a given time step. Once all thermal
regions are assessed for the current time step the global change in tendon stress is
calculated assuming that the restrained tendon has no change in overall (i.e., global)
length. Time is then incremented forward with a new tendon stress level, and the
procedure is repeated.

3.2.1 Relaxation Effect
Figure 3.4 shows the 12 step process used for calculating the change in stress
during each time step and for each thermal region of constant temperature. As previously
mentioned, the model considers the relaxation effect from thermal strain (Steps 1-2) and
creep strain (Steps 3-8). Under a constant tensile stress these strains would cause
elongation of the tendon. However, since the tendon is assumed not to change in overall
length this expansion results in stress relaxation (Steps 9-12).

Steps 1-2: Thermal Strain
The thermal strain, ε T , of the tendon is determined on the basis of thermal
expansion of the prestressing steel using an equation taken from Eurocode 2 (CEN,
2004):

ε T = −2.016 × 10 −4 + 1.0 × 10 −5 T + 0.4 × 10 −8 T 2 for 20°C < T < 1200°C

(3.1)

where T is the tendon’s temperature in degrees Celsius. The model considers the current
and previous temperatures of the thermal region to calculate the change in thermal
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strain, ∆ε T , during the current time step. This component of strain is reversible upon
cooling. The above thermal strain equation can be used to treat both heating (expansion)
and cooling (contraction).

Steps 3-8: Creep Strain
Creep strains at high temperature can be approximated using Harmathy’s research
on steel at high temperature (1967), along with guidance from additional sources (Hill
and Ashton, 1957; Abrams and Cruz, 1961). The resulting equations have been presented
in Chapter 2 of this thesis but are repeated here for completeness of the current
discussion. Equation 3.2 (Harmathy 1967) can be used to compute the creep strain, ε cr , at
a given constant stress and constant temperature during a finite time interval.

ε cr =

ε cr , 0
ln 2

cosh −1 (2

Zθ / ε cr , 0

) for σ = constant

(3.2)

Equation 3.2 represents a function of temperature and time at a given stress level, and is
used to describe primary and secondary creep effects (under which no change in cross
sectional area due to necking occurs). Harmathy also reports that Equation 3.2 can be
extended for use in cases where stress changes slowly with time. The above is dependent
on the Zener-Hollomon parameter, Z, which is described below, and a dimensionless
creep parameter, ε cr ,0 , which was originally derived by plotting experimental creep strain
data versus temperature-compensated time, θ. Temperature compensated time is
described using an Arrhenius equation (Dorn 1955):

θ = te

− ∆H
RT

(3.3)

where the temperature, T, is in degrees Kelvin, the length of the current time interval, t, is
in hours, and the constant, >H/R, which represents the activation energy required to
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cause molecular motion, is taken as 30556°K for prestressing steel (Harmathy and
Stanzak, 1970; Purkiss, 2007). This is based on an approach outlined by Dorn (1955) that
assumes that the steel behaves like a Newtonian liquid with high viscosity; as
temperatures increase the average oscillations of atoms also increase, thus promoting
creep by more frequent stress-driven molecular rearrangements.
Haramthy and Stanzak (1970) found, by testing Grade 1720 prestressing steel up
to 690 MPa at various temperatures, that the Zener-Hollomon parameter (sometimes also
called the creep phase parameter) and the dimensionless creep parameter could be
described using Equations 3.4a, 3.4b and 3.5, respectively based on the current stress
level, σ (in MPa), in a given thermal region (i.e. the total prestress at the current time).
Z = 195.27 × 10 6 σ 3 for σ ≤ 172 MPa

(3.4a)

Z = 8.21 × 1013 e 0.0145σ for 172 < σ ≤ 690 MPa

(3.4b)

ε cr , 0 = 9.262 × 10 −5 σ 0.67

(3.5)

Figure 3.5 illustrates the Zener-Hollomon curve employed by Harmathy and Stanzak
(1970). The Zener-Hollomon parameter must be invoked with caution since it has only
been determined experimentally up to stress levels of 690 MPa for Grade 1720
prestressing steel, whereas the tests and simulations presented herein assume Grade 1860
prestressing steel under service stresses of about 1000 MPa. For the purposes of this
thesis the available results are extrapolated beyond 690 MPa. This is discussed further in
Chapter 4.
Zener-Hollomon parameters for transient creep calculations are determined based
on the tendon’s current stress level (Equations 3.4a and 3.4b). This, combined with the
current temperature compensated time, θ, (Equation 3.3) allows computation of the creep
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strain as shown above (Equation 3.2) for a given thermal region at the start of a time step.
To calculate the change in creep, the process is repeated using the projected creep
parameters based on the tendon stress and given thermal region temperature at the end of
the given time step. By using the values of θ in Equation 3.3 at the start and end of the
current time step, the difference in creep strain during the time step can be calculated for
the given thermal region.

Steps 9-12: Stress Relaxation
The computational model assumes the tendon to be unbonded and restrained. This
means that it is assumed to be free to move longitudinally but it cannot change in total
length. This dictates that any increase in creep and/or thermal deformation will be
proportionally followed by a decrease in mechanical stress that will cause mechanical
stress relaxation in the tendon. Equation 3.6 describes this compatibility condition:

δ Total = 0 = δ σ (σ , T ) + δ T (T ) + δ cr (σ , T , t )

(3.6a)

where δ total is the change in elongation over the entire strand. δ σ (σ , T ) , δ T (T ) ,

δ cr (σ , T , t ) are the deformations due to mechanical effects, thermal strains, and creep
strains, respectively. Rearranging Equation 3.6a gives:

δ σ (σ , T ) = −(δ T (T ) + δ cr (σ , T , t ) )

(3.6b)

Following the computation of transient thermal creep for the individual thermal
regions of the tendon during any given time step, the total strain change for each region
can be computed by summing thermal and creep strain increments. For each thermal
region a temperature-dependent modulus of elasticity is then determined based on a
regression analysis of data presented by Ruge and Winklemann in Anderberg (1983):
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ET
= −2 × 10 −6 T 2 + 0.2 × 10 −6 T + 0.987
E 20°C

(3.7)

where ET is the modulus of elasticity at a given temperature, T, in degrees Celsius, and
E20°C is the modulus of elasticity at 20°C (the assumed ambient temperature). Thermal
and creep strain changes for each thermal region are converted to an overall elongation
by their thermal region length. The tendon stress change for the current thermal region is
calculated dividing the elongation contribution by the tendon’s total length and
multiplying by the temperature dependent modulus of elasticity. Stress changes from
each thermal region are then summed over the length of the tendon and the resulting
overall change in tendon stress (stress relaxation or prestress loss) is taken as the initial
stress at the beginning of the next time step.
Time is then incremented forward and the stress relaxation calculation process is
repeated, using the same thermal regions but with updated initial stress levels and
temperatures. This implies that the prestressing tendon physically moves through the
heated regions as it locally expands and contracts during the analysis, whereas the heated
regions remain stationary. A summary of equations and references used in the analysis is
presented in Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Model Output
By repeating the above procedure at multiple time steps, the full stress-time
history of the tendon can be predicted. The model’s output is a time-history of prestress
levels for the tendon. Two potential failure mechanisms are considered in the
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computational program: (1) strength failure of the tendon (reduced yield/ultimate
strength) and (2) full loss of stiffness (modulus of elasticity, ET, being reduced to zero).
The current model is essentially linear elastic in the way in which it treats
changes in mechanical strain causing stress. This is appropriate only for cases where the
stress in the tendon remains sufficiently low that the tendon is behaving in a linear elastic
manner in response to instantaneous changes in stress. The yield strength and elastic
modulus of prestressing strand will also decrease as the temperature of the strand
increases. For example, as noted in Chapter 2, Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) provides
equations that can be used to approximate the reduction in tensile strength and modulus
for prestressing steel with temperature.
It is conceivable that the ultimate tensile strength of the tendon might be exceeded
within a heated region for a locally heated tendon, and that this loss in strength could
result in tendon failure before sufficient creep (i.e., stress relaxation) has occurred to
reduce the tendon stress to a value less than its strength (refer to Figure 2.11 for a
schematic example of such a situation). An additional sub-routine in the program is
provided to compare the current tendon stress against a reduced yield strength parameter
(ky) in all heated regions. The reduced yield strength parameter is determined through the
following equations which have been taken from Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) and are based
on the current tendon temperature (T) in degrees Celsius;
ky =1

20°C ≤ T ≤ 100°C

k y = 1 − 0.45(T − 100) / 250

100°C ≤ T ≤ 350°C

k y = 0.55 − 0.45(T − 350) / 200 350°C ≤ T ≤ 550°C
k y = 0.1 − 0.1(T − 550) / 650
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550°C ≤ T ≤ 1200°C

(3.8)

The program provides a warning if this relationship is violated at any point in the
analysis.
The relationship between transient creep and tensile strength reductions at high
temperature is complex and poorly understood. It is not clear when transient creep will
outweigh loss of tensile strength at high temperature (note that they are not independent
parameters). It should also be noted that the Eurocode 2 equations for strength loss are
assumed to “implicitly” account for creep, although it is not clear exactly how this is
accomplished for diverse heating and strain rates. This issue is explored in Chapter 4.

3.3 Model Validation
Prior to using the computational model to simulate large scale fires in multiple
bay UPT concrete structures, it is necessary to first validate the tendon model against
suitable experimental data. The model described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 was initially
validated by comparison against experimental data collected previously by MacLean
(2007) and later using tests conducted specifically for the current thesis (Chapter 4).
MacLean’s tests were used to experimentally characterize the effects of localized heating
of an unbonded prestressing strand by monitoring prestress losses due to creep and
thermal expansion at high temperature in a laboratory setting. Briefly summarized in this
section are MacLean’s testing regime and results used to validate the computational
model and a conceptualized comparison illustrating the importance of capturing creep
relaxation for UPT tendons in elevated temperature.
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3.3.1 Summary of MacLean’s Experiments
Chapter 2 very briefly introduced MacLean’s (2007) high temperature stressrelaxation experiments on short, restrained unbonded prestressing tendons. Several high
temperature experiments were conducted to quantify the effects of creep and relaxation
on 13 mm diameter Grade 1860 ASTM A416-03 low relaxation 7 wire strand. The
restrained strands were prestressed in a stressing bed to about 55% of their design
ultimate strength – typical of service conditions for a UPT slab after both short and longterm losses have accumulated in a real structure (PTI, 1990). The strand was 5.4 m in
length. Using a custom-built, horizontal, radiant-type electric tube furnace, the strand was
locally heated to predetermined temperatures under various ramp-soak-cool regimes.
Seven thermocouples were used to record temperatures along the strand during
experimentation and to develop time-temperature histories at selected locations. Load
cells at each anchorage were used to measure changes in prestress force during heating
and cooling.
MacLean’s experiments used a heated length of approximately 610 mm,
representing approximately 11% of the anchor to anchor length, at the midpoint of the
tendon. A heating ramp phase at 10°C/min was followed by a constant temperature soak
phase of 90 minutes, and finally by a cooling period where the furnace was switched off
and the tendon was allowed to cool naturally to ambient conditions. A 90 minute soak
time was selected to be representative of typical North American fire resistance ratings of
required for restrained UPT floor systems with 20 mm of concrete cover to the
prestressed reinforcement and also to allow transient creep effects to be observed
(MacLean, 2007). Five different temperature set points were studied; 200°C, 300°C,
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400°C, 500°C, and 700°C. Additional tests were performed to verify repeatability and to
study the effects of varying soak time at a given temperature. Full details of these tests
are given by MacLean (2007).

3.3.2 Computer Program Validation
MacLean’s (2007) experiments provided longitudinal temperature data (from
seven thermocouples) and prestress measurements (from two load cells) throughout. The
raw temperature data from thermocouples were used to discretize the tendon’s length into
regions of uniform temperature (thermal regions) by linear interpolation between
thermocouples (refer to Section 3.1). Initial validation of the computational model for
can be shown by comparison against the measured prestress variation during these
experiments.

Validation
Figure 3.6 compares the measured and predicted prestress variation for a 90
minute soak time at various set point temperatures, from 200°C to 700°C. It is clear from
this figure that the model is able to reasonably accurately (and in general conservatively)
predict the prestress variation recorded during MacLean’s tests. The computational
model predictions differ from MacLean’s experimental results in each run by a maximum
of 1% for 200°C and 300°C, 14% for 400°C, and 21% for 500°C. In the cooling phase of
the 700°C test, the error is less than 2%. During the heating phase the 700°C differ by 18
MPa (<2% of the total prestress at the start of the experiment). Figure 3.6 clearly shows
that heating above 300°C causes considerable (and irrecoverable) prestress losses,
although heating to less than 300°C shows only thermal expansion effects. It is generally
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acknowledged that creep in prestressing steel is observable beyond temperatures of about
250°C, depending on the stress level (Anderberg, 2008).

Thermal Relaxation vs. Creep Relaxation: A Conceptual Comparison
To visually represent the relative importance of thermal and creep deformations at
elevated temperature, a simple computational comparison was undertaken. Figure 3.7
considers a simple test conducted by MacLean (2007). This test involved a restrained,
stressed tendon initially at a stress of 1000 MPa and heated over 11% of its length with a
ramp rate of 10°C/min, held at 500°C for 90 minutes and allowed to cool to room
temperature after heating. The model validation of MacLean’s 200°C test showed that the
computational model can accurately model the effects of only thermal relaxation with
only a very small error (see Figure 3.6). The computational program was modified with
an option to turn off the creep calculation and only calculate the effect of thermal
relaxation (due to restrained thermal expansion). Figure 3.7 shows two contours, the
upper curve shows only the effects of thermal relaxation predicted by the computational
model (157 MPa stress relaxation with full prestress recovery after heating), and the
lower curve shows the combined creep and thermal relaxation (754 MPa maximum stress
relaxation and an irrecoverable prestress loss of 597 MPa after cooling). The importance
of properly capturing the creep (relaxation) component of prestress loss is thus clear, and
the ability to predict this transient variation in tendon stress levels is likely crucial in
accurately modelling the response of UPT structures both during and after a fire.
Figure 3.7 also shows the recoverability of thermal strains and the irrecoverability of
creep strains, an issue which must be considered in the post-fire evaluation of fire
damaged UPT slabs.
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Section Summary
In general, the new computational model appears to predict the stress relaxation
trends observed in MacLean’s (2007) tests, although comparison against the test data
indicates that minor refinement of the model may be necessary. This is likely due to the
initial stress levels used in MacLean’s tests being considerably higher (≈1000 MPa) than
the stress levels for which the high temperature creep parameters (i.e., the ZenerHollomon parameter) were derived (only up to 690 MPa). This necessitated a significant
extrapolation of available experimental data. Additional information related to improving
the model parameters is presented later in this thesis.

3.4 Stress Relaxation from Modulus of Elasticity Reduction: Alternative Approach
Stress relaxation due to creep deformations at elevated temperature is important
since creep is a time-dependent deformation which cannot be inherently accounted for in
a rational manner if the time dependency is ignored. Available procedures for advanced
structural fire design and analysis claim to “inherently” include creep effects at elevated
temperature in their suggested strength and modulus reduction factors for both concrete
and steel. For example, Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) presents reduced modulus of elasticity
values for assessing stress relaxation (see Table 2.2) which claim to inherently include
the effects of creep (CEN, 2004). It is possible to approximately predict stress relaxation
of a prestressing tendon accounting only for thermal relaxation and reductions in elastic
modulus with temperature which inherently account for creep deformations. This section
provides a brief example of this conventional method for predicting stress relaxation
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using modulus of elasticity reduction values and compares the results against the more
rational computational model previously described and validated in Section 3.3.

3.4.1 Modulus Reduction Method
The modulus reduction method assumes the same basic algorithm as the more
complex computational model desribed previously; Figures 3.1 and 3.2 still apply. The
tendon is still discritized into thermal regions and the overall tendon length is assumed to
remain constant. However, the strain change due to heating of a thermal region
developed in Figure 3.4 is assessed differently. Rather than relying on complicated creep
formulae, it is assumed that the reduced modulus of elasticity suggested by Eurocode 2
inherently includes the effects of creep deformation (CEN, 2004). The mathematical
relationship for total imposed change of strain for a thermal region strain (>ε) change for
each thermal region is now described as given below:


σ
σ 
∆ε = − (∆ε th ) + ( i −1 − i −1 ) 
Ei
Ei −1 


(3.9)

where εth represents the thermal strain (see Equation 3.1), σ represents the tendon stress,
E represents the reduced modulus of elasticity using the reduction factors taken from
Table 2.2, and i represents the current time step. This equation essentially assumes that
the prestress relaxation is due to the combined effect of thermal strain and modulus
reduction during a given interval. Stress relaxation is then calculated based on the
principles of the main computational model (refer to Section 3.2).
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3.4.2 Simulation Tests and Comparison
Several comparisons are made using the modulus reduction model to illustrate the
importance of modelling creep deformation explicitly, rather than implicitly as is
currently standard practice in structural fire modelling of steel and reinforced concrete
structures. Clearly, the importance of creep of prestressing steel at high temperature is
particularly pronounced for UPT concrete structures for reasons already noted.

Experimental Validation of Modulus of Elasticity Reduction Stress Relaxation Model
The Modulus Reduction Model was compared to the experimental results
obtained by MacLean (2007) assuming a soak temperature of 500°C; Figure 3.8 shows
this comparison. It is apparent that the Modulus Reduction Method underestimates the
stress relaxation that was actually observed in tests; the error is about 72%. The Modulus
Reduction Method also incorrectly predicts zero irrecoverable prestress losses, which has
serious consequences for the ability to predict residual prestress losses after a fire.
Another interesting comparison comes from comparing the results for the modulus
reduction method (Figure 3.8) and the thermal relaxation observed in Figure 3.7 obtained
with the more rigorous model which explicitly accounts for creep (both simulate the
same test). It can be observed that the modulus reduction model predicts a prestress loss
of 210 MPa during heating and the Computational model assuming only thermal
behaviour shows 157 MPa in prestress losses due to thermal expansion alone. It is clear
that the modulus reduction model can predict thermal expansion, but it is also clear that a
great inaccuracy occurs by not assessing the creep deformation (for this case) even
though the Eurocode 2 equations claim to inherently include creep. The actual
experimental observation shows 754 MPa prestress losses.
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Simulated Heating Scenarios
To further investigate the importance of explicitly accounting for creep at
elevated temperature, a simple simulated heating scenario was studied on a one metre
restrained prestressing strand to compare the predictions of the computational model with
the Modulus Reduction Model. The heating scenario assumes a temperature ramp of
10°C/min and soak periods at 500°C for 60 minutes, after which a cool down period is
assumed. The cool down period was assumed was 10°C/min to match the ramp rate.
Various heated length ratios were assumed for the comparison. Figure 3.9 shows the
stress relaxation using the Modulus Reduction Model whereas Figure 3.10 shows the
prestress relaxation calculated from the full computational model described earlier in this
chapter.
The Modulus Reduction Model appears to be conservative for large heated length
ratios, but it is apparently unconservative for short heated length ratios in comparison to
the full computational model. This is because the inherent inclusion of creep can only
provide rational predictions for the single heating rate and stress level that was used in
generating the Eurocode’s equations (which remains unknown because of poor
annotation and commentary provided by the Eurocodes).
Further, a shorter heated length ratio could actually be the more likely event in a
fire in a UPT concrete building, leading to the conclusion that using the current codebased approach is potentially unsafe for the fire safety design of UPT structures subjected
to real fires. It is worth noting that in structural fire design it is almost universally
assumed that the worst case scenario is a fully developed fire as opposed to a small,
isolated, travelling, and potentially more severe fire (NIST, 2008). Using a model that
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explicitly models creep will result in more accurate and safer prestress relaxation
predictions for low heated length ratios.
It is clear that creep effects need to be investigated further, and as such the
computational model herein was compared against the results of additional testing,
similar to MacLean’s (2007) tests to further investigate the effects of the heated length
ratio in addition to other factors for a realistic total length of tendon in a fire. These tests
are discussed in Chapter 4.

Time Step Sensitivity of the Models
To have confidence in the predictions of the analyses it is necessary to verify how
frequently calculations should be made to achieve convergence of the computational
models’ results. Time sensitivity analyses for both models (computational stress
relaxation, and Modulus Reduction Model) were explored by considering a 50% heated
length ratio as discussed in the previous section on a one metre total strand length.
Figure 3.11 gives the results of assuming different time step durations for the analysis
using the computational model. Simulations found that convergence was reached with a
one minute time interval. Beyond this point no measurable difference in the predictions
was observed. A similar time sensitivity comparison was performed on the Modulus
Reduction Model. Convergence was reached almost immediately in this case as the
contours are essentially indistinguishable in Figure 3.12. Each analysis assumed a five
second time interval as this was more than adequate to satisfy convergence of the models
and neither model is sufficiently computationally intensive that the model run times
became excessive.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has presented and verified a detailed computational model for
assessing prestress relaxation performance of UPT tendons in concrete slabs subjected to
various transient heating and cooling regimes. It has been shown that it is important to
explicitly account for creep strains at elevated temperature to rationally and accurately
predict prestress relaxation for UPT tendons under these conditions. The calculation
method is employed later in this thesis for comparison against new experimentation
(Chapter 4) and for numerical modelling to predict the capacity of UPT slabs in fire
(Chapter 5).
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Table 3.1: Equations used in the computational model.
Equation

Range

Reference(s)

ε T = −2.016 × 10 −4 + 1.0 × 10 −5 T + 0.4 × 10 −8 T 2

20°C < T < 1200°C

Eurocode
(2004)

Current σ

Harmathy
(1967)

Assuming constant
total length

Noda (2003)

θ = te RT '

>H/R = 30556°K

Harmathy and
Stanzak (1970)

Z = 195.27 × 10 6 σ 3

σ ≤ 172 MPa

Z = 8.21 × 1013 e 0.0145σ

172 < σ ≤ 690 MPa

ε cr ,0 = 9.262 × 10 −5 σ 0.67

Current σ

ET
= −2 × 10 −6 T 2 + 0.2 × 10 −6 T + 0.987
E 20°C

20°C < T < 700°C

ε cr =

ε cr ,0
ln 2

cosh −1 ( 2

Zθ / ε cr , 0

)

δ Total = 0 = δ σ (σ ) + δ T (T ) + δ cr (σ , T , t )
− ∆H
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Harmathy and
Stanzak (1970)
Anderberg
(1983)

Coordinate input
file

Is the temperature time
history from
experimental data or
based on a simulated
slab?

Experiment

Simulation

Tendon heated coordinates are
read from input file
Linear interpolation used to
calculate thermal boundaries
of constant temperature

Thermal boundaries stored in array
Time-temperature
history input file
from experiment

UPT concrete slab
configuration input file
(ie. depth, moisture
content)

Heat transfer analysis
(see Bisby, 2003)

Coordinate and
tendon geometry
input file

Experimental timetemperature history
calculate for simulated
concrete slab

Time-temperature
history input file
from simulated slab
Arrays associated and read into the
main program for stress relaxation
calculation (See Figure 3.2)

Time-temperature history stored in array 2

Figure 3.1: Input file generation for use with main computational program.
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Manual input parameters
* Total length of tendon (L)
* Initial prestress ( σ)
* Time increment used ( ∆t) )

Output files from Fig 3.1 are read

Association of both input files
(thermal boundaries and time temperature history input files)

Change of stress (<σi) is caclulated for each thermal boundary (i) at
current time (t) and stored in an array for the current time increment
(See Figure 3.4 and Section 3.2 for details)

Has the program calculated
stress relaxation( ∆σi) for all
thermal boundaries (i) ?

No

Yes
Stress relaxation contributions
from each thermal boundary in any given
time step are summed over the length of the
tendon

The stress of the tendon is updated
considering the change in prestress caclulated.
New σ=Old σ-∆σ

Current Time (t) and
stress (New σ) is stored in array

Increment time (t)
based on ∆t

No
End of time temperature history?

Yes
Output time and stress
of tendon in
output file

Figure 3.2: Simplified computational program algorithm for prestress relaxation of a
UPT tendon.
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Figure 3.3: Heated thermal region length determination based on arbitrary temperature
coordinates (Ti) and corresponding midpoints.
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Step 1:
Thermal strain (εth )
Equation 3.1

Step 2:
Thermal relaxation effect (<εth )
Step 3:
Zener-Holloman parameter (Z) for transient creep
Equation 3.4-3.5

Step 4:
Current temperature compensated time (θ)
Equation 3.3

Step 5:
Creep strain (εcr )
Equation 3.2
Step 6:
Projected temperature compensated time (θ2)
Equation 3.3
Step 7:
Projected creep strain (εcr2)
Equation 3.2

Step 8:
Creep relaxation effect
(<εcr )

Step 9:
Combined thermal and creep relaxation effect (<ε)
Equation 3.6
Step 10:
Modulus of elasticity (Et)
Equation 3.7
Step 11:
Correction for segment length

Step 12:
Hooke's law for change in stress
∆σi=∆εE

Store change in stress (∆σi) in arrary and repeat
(See Figure 3.2)

Figure 3.4: Computer algorithm for transient thermal creep and prestress relaxation
model for a constant temperature region during a single time interval.
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Figure 3.5: Zener-Hollomon parameters for prestressing steel; adapted from Harmathy
and Stanzak (1970).
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Figure 3.6: Model validation curve comparing data taken from MacLean (2007) and the
computational model developed in the current thesis.
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Figure 3.7: Predicted stress variation in a restrained prestressing tendon due to localized
heating; based on test data presented previously by MacLean (2007).
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Figure 3.8: Predicted stress variation in a restrained prestressing tendon due to localized
heating showing the Modulus Reduction Model and the full computational model; based
on test data presented by MacLean (2007).
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Figure 3.9: Predicted prestress relaxation using the Modulus Reduction Model for a one
metre total length of strand
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Figure 3.10: Predicted prestress relaxation using the full computational model
for a one metre total length of strand.
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Figure 3.11: Time sensitivity of computational model simulating a one metre
long tendon heated to 500°C over 50% of the length, soaked for 90 minutes then cooled
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Figure 3.12: Time sensitivity of Modulus Reduction Model for a one metre long tendon
heated to 500°C over 50% of its length, with a soak of 90 minutes and cooled.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Program
4.0 General
Under ambient conditions for most in-service structures, creep of the prestressing
steel is so small as to be negligible. Under stress and high temperatures however,
irrecoverable creep will accelerate and cause a dramatic relaxation of prestress. In cases
of extreme localized heating, as may occur due to cover spalling for instance, the tendons
may rupture due to a combination of accelerating creep and loss of ultimate tensile
strength. Prestress loss or tendon rupture will affect the capacity of UPT flat plate slabs
in both flexure and punching shear, both of which are functions of the prestressing force
among other factors.
The purpose of this chapter is to experimentally demonstrate the stresstemperature-time dependency in a locally heated unbonded tendon and to further verify
the computational model outlined in Chapter 3 for treating this very specific transient
problem.
It is important to again highlight that only the prestressing tendons under elevated
temperature exposure are considered in this chapter. The surrounding structure is ignored
completely at this stage, so that the tendon behaviour can first be understood and
accurately modelled. In reality, thermal deformations (e.g., thermal elongation of the slab
and/or thermal bowing), continuity, membrane action, concrete spalling and splitting, and
restraint are all known to play potentially important roles influencing the response of
multiple bay continuous concrete structures to fire (Buchanan, 2001; Purkiss, 2007).
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4.1 Overview
The scope of the experimental program was to study unbonded and restrained
prestressing steel tendons of realistic total length and service stress (prestress) under
transient high temperature conditions. This is an important first step in developing a more
rational understanding of the fire performance of UPT structures.
High temperature transient testing was conducted on restrained prestressing steel
strands that are commonly used in UPT flat slab construction. The work represents an
extension of the previously described experimentation by MacLean (2007). MacLean’s
high temperature tests comprised testing of an isolated, short prestressing strand with a
heated length to total length ratio of 11%, centered on mid span. The experiments
presented herein use a smaller heated length ratio of 3%, also centered on mid span. This
was done to allow a comparison of heated length ratio and also to allow the effect of
prestress relaxation to be more fully understood in different sized (i.e., localized) fires on
tendons of more realistic total length.
Each test was comprised of three heating/cooling phases. The first phase was a
consistent temperature ramp rate (ramp phase). Most tests used a ramp rate of
10°C/minute, which was chosen to prevent thermal shock in the specimen and to be
consistent with previous studies of the residual material properties of cold-drawn
prestressing steel (Abrams and Cruz, 1961; Neves et al., 1996; MacLean, 2007). It should
be noted that a heating rate of 10°C/minute is roughly representative of expected heating
rates for steel reinforcement protected by 20 mm to 40 mm of concrete cover when
exposed to a standard fire. A second phase of constant temperature (typically of 90
minutes) was selected (soak phase). The soak time also falls within the range of those
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used in similar studies (Abrams and Cruz, 1961; Fan, 2004; Holmes et al., 1982; Neves et
al., 1996; MacLean, 2007), and is representative of the fire resistance times typically
imposed on UPT flat slabs in multi-storey buildings. Finally, a cooling phase was
imposed on the strand by allowing the strand to cool slowly to ambient temperature. By
cooling the tendon, thermal deformations are recovered and this increases the tendon’s
stress level after the heating event (the tendon re-stresses itself to a certain extent).
The testing protocol differentiated at times from the base three phase regime to
study various additional elevated temperature scenarios as described below (refer to
Tables 4.1 and 4.2):
•

Soak temperature: Several different temperature set points (200-400°C) were
studied to observe the influence of temperature on the behaviour of the
tendon).

•

Initial prestress level: Various initial prestress levels (600 and 1000 MPa)
were used to investigate the influence of the initial prestress level, since not
all structures have the same initial service prestress in their unbonded tendons.
The computational model also needs appropriate validation for a variety of
initial prestress levels.

•

Duration of soak phase: The duration of the soak phase (5-90 minutes) was
adjusted to investigate the influence of time on the amount of creep
deformations occurring at a constant temperature.

•

Ramp rate: The ramp rate was adjusted (2-30°C/min) to indirectly study the
effects of reduced or increased concrete cover to the prestressing tendon
during a fire.
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•

Heated length ratio: Using the data collected herein, in conjunction with the
data collected by MacLean (2007), a comparison of different heated length
ratios was performed (3 and 11%).

A total of 11 transient temperature tests were conducted for the current study.
Test descriptions and selected results are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Before
discussing the experimental results (Sections 4.5 to 4.6), it is first necessary to present
details of the testing apparatus (Section 4.2), the materials and instrumentation used
(Section 4.3), and the experimental procedures employed (Section 4.4).

4.2 Testing Apparatus
As mentioned in Chapter 3, MacLean’s (2007) experiments studied the transient
temperature response of small sized (approximately 5.4m total length) restrained and
unbonded prestressing tendons under localized heating and cooling regimes. Previous
large scale fire testing on UPT slabs under standard fire exposures by Bailey and
Ellobody (2009) also considered UPT tendons of less than 6m total length. Consequently,
a focal point of the research presented herein was to consider prestressing stands of more
realistic total length, as would actually be used in a continuous UPT structure. Although
unsupported span-to-span lengths may be greater than 13 m in some UPT structures, the
overall length of a continuous tendon may be much larger. In the current study, tests were
carried out on tendons of more realistic overall length using a modified “strong back”
beam apparatus with the dimensions shown in Figure 4.1. The total length of tendon for
these tests was 18.6 m.
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The strong back beam apparatus was initially designed and constructed by
MacDougall and Bartlett (2003) for studying the effects of individual wire breaks in
seven-wire prestressing strands. This section describes the strong back beam, the
modifications that were made for the current study, and the purpose-built tube furnace
that was used to impose elevated temperature regimes on the prestressing tendons.

4.2.1 Strong Back Beam
The strong back beam was designed to simulate the boundary and restraint
conditions found in typical UPT concrete slabs, with an overall length of 18.6 m and a
parabolic longitudinal profile. The tendon test specimen was mounted in a guide channel
that was attached to parabolic profiled plates of varying height along the beam. These
profiled plates were welded to the top flange of the strong back beam. The maximum
tendon drape (500mm at mid-span) was selected to simulate the external load balancing
forces typical of UPT concrete slab design (MacDougall and Bartlett, 2003). Bearing
plates were added to accommodate anchorage and jacking of the tendon at the ends of the
beam.

4.2.2 Modifications to the Strong Back Beam
For the testing regime presented herein, the strong back beam required
modification to permit installation of a custom tube furnace to be used for the high
temperature testing. The first modification was to install plastic sheathing to reduce the
frictional effects from the apparatus on the tendons and to better simulate real UPT steel
behaviour in a lubricated plastic duct (as is typical in the construction of modern UPT flat
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plate concrete buildings). Plastic sheathing (polyethylene) of 150µm thickness was
installed over the length of the guide channel. Polyethylene is commonly used in UPT
structures (Duntemann and Plemic, 1999). In the event that the polyethylene tore during
testing it was replaced before the next experiment.
The profiled plates at the strong back beam’s mid-span were modified to allow
for the installation of the same electric custom tube furnace as used previously by
MacLean (2007). The tube furnace was used to locally heat the strand under various
ramp-soak-cool temperature regimes as described in Section 4.1. To modify the strong
back beam, part of the profiled plates were removed at midspan and a base plate and
secure bolt system for support were added. This was done using four 19 mm diameter
bolts. Care was taken during installation of the furnace to ensure that the tendons passed
through the center of the furnace to ensure uniform heating of the tendons; the thickness
of the base plate was modified and elevated. Additional clearance between the base plate
and furnace was provided to minimize heat transfer from the furnace into the profiled
plates of the strong back beam, which might otherwise induce thermal strains and
deformations in the strong back beam and could affect the data collected for the tendons
during heating. The modifications are shown in Figure 4.2, and the final modified strong
back beam with furnace is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.3 Tube Furnace Operation
The internal heated length of the tube furnace was 610mm. This gave a heated
length ratio of approximately 3% for the 18.6 m long tendons for each high temperature
test. Ceramic wool insulating wraps were used to fill the ends of the tube furnace during
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heating to ensure that as little heat as possible escaped from the furnace. The approximate
thickness of insulation used for each test was about 50 mm. This insulation thickness was
also used in the tube furnace lining during its manufacture (see MacLean (2007) for
detailed furnace construction schematics and operational notes).
The furnace was controlled using an Omega Scientific Model SSRL240DC50
solid state relay driven by a 10V direct current pulse from a digital control box integrated
with a personal computer. An Omega Scientific Model CNi3243-C24 programmable
proportional-integral derivative controller was used to drive the solid state relay through
a 10V direct current pulse output. This controller was connected to the serial port of a
personal computer, allowing experimental settings to be programmed using software
provided by the manufacturer. The temperature of the furnace was monitored and
controlled using a Type-K thermocouple mounted on the surface of the tested specimens.
Mounting of this thermocouple (in fact all thermocouples) was achieved using clamping
pressure exerted by stainless steel hose clamps placed around the thermocouples. Prior to
performing the main tests, a simple test run was performed using an unstressed tendon to
verify the accuracy of the furnace heating controls. The results of the furnace temperature
versus the temperature of the strand at mid point for temperature set points of 200°C,
300°C and 400°C are shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows the ramp (10°C/min), soak
(90 minutes) and cooling period (room temperature cooling) of each simulation. The
results showed minimal differences between the control temperature and the tendon
temperature. After every experiment the furnace control thermocouple was re-tested in
this way to make sure that the control on the furnace corresponded to the temperature of
the tendon. If the control thermocouple appeared damaged as a result of a test or if the
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thermocouple produced errors in measurement it was repaired by re-welding its head
(bulb) or replaced. Further details of the tube furnace are given by MacLean (2007).

4.3 Materials and Instrumentation
This section begins with a summary of the instruments used to monitor the
experiments. An explanation of the type of steel used and its basic mechanical properties
is also given. The section ends with a brief overview of some of the safety considerations
that were considered during testing in case the tests are repeated in the future.

4.3.1 Instrumentation
Three main variables were of interest in the experiments; (1) load (measured
using load cells), which is directly proportional to tendon prestress by a factor of the
cross sectional area of the tendons, (2) temperature (measured using thermocouples),
which is crucial for predicting stress relaxation at high temperatures, and (3) strains
(measured using bonded foil strain gauges), which give a secondary indication of the
tendon stress levels (locally) as well as insights into frictional effects.

Load Cells
Load cells were placed at both the “live” (jacking) and “dead” (anchored) ends of
the tendon to monitor the time and temperature variance of tendon prestress levels. These
were calibrated prior to and after the experiments with a certified, calibrated load cell.
The initial calibration demonstrated that the load cells were linear with an R-squared
value of 0.999 during loading and unloading for both loads cells. At the end of the
transient temperature testing program, an additional re-calibration of the load cells was
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performed, and showed a negligible offset of 0.20% and 0.25% in loading and unloading
of the live dead end load cell, respectively.
Prestress levels and modulus of elasticity were verified during testing using total
elongation readings measured during jacking operations before each relaxation test was
commenced. On average, the difference between the live and dead end load cells for
every test was approximately 20 MPa with a standard deviation of 10 MPa. Prior to
commencing each test (after loading) the strand was locked-off and restrained using
spacers and the live end load cell was no longer used. Load measurement was taken only
by the dead end load cell (however strain gauging was also used at the live end in every
test to indirectly monitor prestress levels at that location (see below). The typical
instrumentation configurations for both the live and dead ends are schematically shown
in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b).

Thermocouples
Nine Type-K thermocouples were used to monitor tendon temperatures at various
locations during heating, as shown in Figure 4.6. Information on placement of the
instruments to guarantee exact locations is given in Section 4.4. The thermocouples had a
standard limit of error as the greater of 2.2°C or 0.75% based on the manufacturer’s
specifications. One additional thermocouple was used to monitor the ambient
temperature at a location two metres from the face of the tube furnace. To attach the
thermocouples to the prestressing steel, stainless steel hose clamps were attached to a
bend in each of the insulated thermocouple wires. This resulted in a spring-loading effect
which prevented loss of surface contact and ensured that the thermocouple read the
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temperature of the prestressing strand rather than reading the ambient gas temperature
within the furnace.

Strain Gauges
Vishay

Micro-MeasurementsTM

&

SR-4TM

general

purpose

(3.2mm)

unidirectional bonded electrical resistance foil strain gauges were mounted on the tendon
0.5 m from the live end anchorage and 0.5 m from the face of the tube furnace to monitor
frictional effects and to verify prestress readings from the load cells. To verify the
calibration of the strain gauges against changes in gauge temperature during testing,
additional thermocouples were also placed at each strain gauge location. It was observed
that the strain gauge locations never experienced temperatures greater than ambient.
Great care was taken to ensure that the strain gauges were properly bonded to the curved
surface of an individual wire of the prestressing strand. Figure 4.7(a) shows a typical
installed gauge. The secondary strain gauge (closest to the furnace) often debonded
during jacking as shown in Figure 4.7(b). During the jacking process, the strain gauge
near the live end location never debonded. Two of the tests used three and four gauges
respectively to obtain more complete strain information as discussed in Section 4.6. This
involved gauging next to the dead end load cell in both of these tests. By converting
strain into stress (taking an average modulus of elasticity value) it was determined that in
both cases the measured strain suggested a prestress that differed from the load cellrecorded prestress by a maximum of 2%. A Vishay Measurements GroupTM System 7000
was used to record data from all of the instrumentation during testing.
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4.3.2 Prestressing Steel Properties
Eleven transient high temperature tests were conducted on isolated 13 mm
diameter Grade 1860 ASTM A416-03 low relaxation seven-wire strands. The strand was
supplied by Pre-Con Inc., Brampton, Ontario. Unless otherwise noted, strands were
jacked (using a hydraulic ram) from one end of the strong back beam to a prestress level
between 50% and 60% of its ultimate room temperature tensile strength (i.e., 0.5fpu to
0.6fpu). This is a typical in-service stress level for a UPT concrete slab (CPCI, 2007). The
exact initial prestress force applied in each test is given in Table 4.1.
There are two common mechanical properties of prestressing steel which are
important to consider during the analyses presented in this document; (1) modulus of
elasticity and (2) strength. Modulus of elasticity can be measured by knowing the change
in load on the tendon and observing the intensity of elongation (i.e., strain). Using the
elongation readings from the start of each transient temperature test, back calculation of
the modulus of elasticity was possible. It was determined that the modulus of elasticity
was, on average, 189GPa with a standard deviation of approximately 2GPa for all tests.
Since prestressing steel is commonly prescribed as having a modulus of elasticity of
190GPa (PTI, 1990; CPCI, 2007) the value was assumed as accurate. The variation in
modulus of elasticity with temperature, as described in Chapter 3, is crucial to
computationally predict the prestress relaxation due to high temperature; this variation
was not directly measured during the tests presented herein.
Tension tests conducted on core wires from the same strand used in this thesis
measured ultimate strengths of 2019 +/- 10.6 MPa, and yield strengths of
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1842 +/- 8.9 MPa (see MacLean, 2007). It was found that tension testing using sevenwire strand could not be performed reliably given the available testing facilities.
Therefore a test procedure by Neves et al. (1996) was adopted, wherein straight core
wires were removed from seven-wire strand and tested in tension using small standard
wedge action V-notch grips with fine serrated teeth. Tests were performed in accordance
with ASTM A370-01 A4 with a 200 mm gauge length (ASTM, 2001d).

4.3.3 Safety Considerations
A number of measures were taken during the experiment to ensure the safety of
all involved personnel. The primary concern was the potential for tensile rupture of the
stressed prestressing tendon while testing. If the tendon broke during testing there was a
concern for the safety of the author and technical staff. As such, despite the best efforts to
place two strain gauges which would perform throughout the tests no risk was taken to
re-apply a failed strain gauge on the live tendon. If a strain gauge failed during testing or
after the strand was jacked it was not repaired. In no experimental tests did the strain
gauge closest to the live end fail. Table 4.1 illustrates the specific test regimes that were
affected by strain gauge failure.
Additionally, the parabolic arc on the strong back beam provided inherent safety;
the concave down orientation allowed the tendon and anchors to be directed toward the
ground in the event of tensile failure, rather than up into the air. Safety hooks were
installed every two metres along the strong back beam. The role of these was to prevent
the tendon from escaping the guide channel during stressing or potentially during failure.
Metallic cables were placed on the ends of the tendon at the locations of the anchorages
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as additional measures to prevent the tendon from escaping the testing area in the event
that it failed. The furnace also had a safety harness in the event that the tendon ruptured
within the furnace. Finally, a safety area surrounding the anchors and the strong back
beam was roped off during testing.
Electronic fuses were provided in the furnace, which operates using 3-phase
power, to cut power in event of operation failure. Safety measures regarding the tube
furnace are described in greater detail by MacLean (2007).

4.4 Basic Testing Procedure
Location of Instruments
The approximate location of each instrument (as described in Section 4.3) is
shown in Figure 4.6. Prior to installing the tendon in the strong back beam the locations
of each sensor were marked off on the tendon. The placement of each sensor
(thermocouples and/or strain gauges) was determined by offsetting its prescribed location
by approximately half the expected elongation for instruments near mid span. Offsetting
was approximately 5 cm for each location because typical total tendon elongations during
stressing were in the range of 10 cm. This guaranteed placement of instruments along the
tendon within 1-2 cm of their intended locations. For strain gauges located nearest the
live end of the tendon the locations were offset by the full expected elongation (10 cm).

Jacking
Each test was initiated by jacking the tendon using a hydraulic ram to the
appropriate stress level for that particular test. Jacking occurred from the live end only.
After stressing was complete, the next step in every experiment was to measure the total
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elongation of the tendon at the jack. The elongation helped to verify the modulus of
elasticity and also helped to provide verification of the current stress level on the tendon.
After elongation measurements were made, the tendon was allowed to stabilize for
approximately 24 hours, and re-stressed where needed. This was done to ensure that short
term losses would occur prior to starting the transient high temperature relaxation test.
After the tendon had stabilized, a brief instrument trial run was conducted for every test
for about 30 minutes to ensure that the instrumentation was functioning. All strain gauges
were zeroed so that readings appeared as a change of strain value rather than an absolute
strain reading. This also allowed for any instrument errors to be observed and
documented prior to the commencement of the heating test. As previously mentioned the
strain gauge closest to the furnace often failed during testing (in about 30% of the tests as
noted in Table 4.1).

Procedure
Hand records were kept in addition to automated data acquisition records to
verify that the furnace control was consistent with the observed thermocouple readings.
After initiation of the instrumentation and safety checks, a temperature control program
was sent to the furnace (this defined the ramp and soak periods for the tube furnace) and
the relaxation experiment began.
A typical duration for each test was approximately six hours to allow for full
heating and cooling as well as set up. Although care was exercised to ensure the accuracy
of the tests, minor deviations in the thermocouple data (in particular those placed outside
the furnace) were observed. Since the testing was conducted over the winter these
deviations were generally caused by colder air coming into the Structures Laboratory
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when the exterior doors were opened. These deviations were minimized and short lived
and they were assumed not to have affected the experimental outcomes.
Upon completion of the soak phase all power to the furnace was switched off and
the ceramic fibre blankets that were used to plug the ends of the furnace during the ramp
and soak phases were removed. This allowed the tendon to slowly cool to ambient
temperature. The tendon was allowed to cool for no less than 2 hours prior to terminating
acquisition of data. Testing was considered complete when the maximum temperature
recorded at any heated location on the strand fell below 30°C. Tendon de-stressing
followed once the tendon had cooled, and inspection of the strain gauging was performed
to check for any irregularities such as debonding, peeling, or tearing. It was found that in
four tests, the strain gauge closest to the oven had failed.
The furnace control thermocouple, which played a critical role in the experiments,
was consistently inspected after completion of each experiment. For all experiments
performed at soak temperatures above 500°C the control thermocouple was replaced as a
precautionary measure. In the event of tensile failure of a tendon, all thermocouples were
re-tested and repaired as necessary.

4.5 Observations
The results of the high temperature heating scenarios are provided in this section.
Where appropriate, further details of the experiments and procedures are given when not
fully explained in Section 4.4. A comparison of each test with the computational model
developed in Chapter 3 is also presented. Comparison of heated length ratios is provided
where possible by including MacLean’s (2007) test results.
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4.5.1 Effect of Soak Temperature
The first phase of testing comprised three transient temperature experiments.
These used a ramp rate of 10°C/minute with a soak time of 90 minutes followed by slow
cooling to ambient. The set point temperatures were 200°C (Test 1), 300°C (Test 2), and
400°C (Test 3). Although some tests were performed at higher soak temperatures, these
tests resulted in tensile failure of the tendons either during the ramp or soak phases; these
tests are discussed in detail in Section 4.5.5. Figure 4.8 shows the stress-time traces for
each of these tests. The scale in this figure is adjusted for improved clarity.

Experimental Results
Table 4.1 shows selected test results for each experiment. Both hot prestress
levels (the stress in the tendon at the end of the soak period, just prior to cooling) and
residual prestress levels (at the end of cooling period when the tendon had cooled to
30°C) are presented. Upon cooling from a soak temperature of 200°C, a small amount of
irrecoverable prestress loss, about 2 MPa, remained (Test 1). At a soak temperature of
300°C greater irrecoverable losses were observed (23 MPa-Test 2). Finally, for a soak
temperature of 400°C (Test 3) the loss was 142 MPa.
The test at 400°C with a 90 minute soak was repeated twice (Test 3 and Test 4) to
verify the repeatability of the experiments. The results of this repeated test are shown in
Figure 4.9. The initial prestress levels were very slightly different in these tests (about
40 MPa) due to the difficulty of exactly matching initial prestress while stressing the
tendons by hand, but the results show negligible differences in residual prestress losses
after cooling. This shows good repeatability of the experiments.
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Table 4.2 summarizes the irrecoverable loss of prestress for Tests 1 through 3 in
comparison with MacLean’s (2007) experiments on shorter tendons (i.e., with a larger
heated length ratio) but with the same temperature ramp rate, set point, and soak times.
Figure 4.10 shows a direct comparison of the 200°C, 300°C and 400°C tests. From this
comparison it can be observed that the larger heated length ratio results in more prestress
loss on heating. It is also observed, however, that the smaller heated length ratio shows
proportionally less prestress recovery than the higher heated length ratio; this is due to
the greater recoverable effects of thermal expansion for the larger heated length ratio,
which cause greater prestress relaxation during heating thus reducing the tendon stress
level and therefore slowing the irreversible creep process. The shorter heated length ratio
maintains a higher stress level which leads to greater creep losses in the heated region for
the same soak time. This illustrates the complex interplay between stress, time, and
temperature for a stressed and heated tendon.
The above observations again confirm that permanent and irrecoverable creep
relaxation becomes important beyond temperatures of about 300°C for likely in-service
tendon stress levels.

Model Predictions
Predictions were made for each of the above tests using the computational model
developed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The model used temperature input values from
thermocouple readings collected during the tests and imposed the actual initial prestress
recorded by the load cells. The model predictions are also shown in Figure 4.8. Recall
that the computational model was previously compared against MacLean’s (2007) data
(see Chapter 3, Figure 3.6).
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For the strong back beam tests, the computational model reasonable agreement
with the 200°C and 300°C soak temperature experiments, with maximum observed
differences of less than 1%. At 400°C it is apparent that the model begins to increase in
error (see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.9). As mentioned previously this is expected since the
model assesses creep deformation in a conservative manner (See Chapter 3). It should
also be reiterated that the creep parameters used in the model are based on steady-state
creep tests up to stress levels of only 690 MPa, whereas the prestress levels in the
experiments were closer to 1000 MPa in all cases. The 400°C model predictions differ
from the experiment by a maximum of 18% (on the conservative side). A tabular
summary of the model performance is given in Table 4.1.
A comparison using the computational model was performed using raw data from
both the strong back beam and from MacLean’s (2007) tests to compare the model
predictions for different heated length ratios. It was found that the model had greater
accuracy for larger heated length ratios. For MacLean’s 400°C test at an 11% heated
length the model predicted with 14% maximum inaccuracy (see Section 3.3.2) compared
to the strong back beam at a 3% heated length giving 18% maximum error. This
behaviour is due to the fact that, for a higher heated length ratio, recoverable thermal
strains (which are easily predicted and time independent) will dominate prestress losses.
A lower heated length ratio implies less thermal strain making creep more important to
the overall relaxation calculations, which the computational model conservatively
overestimates as previously demonstrated.
The above issue is evident in all experimental observations made by MacLean
(2007). Specifically, in MacLean’s 400°C test there was a considerable amount of
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thermal strain representing about 30% of the overall prestress relaxation (about 101 MPa
recovered stress out of 343 MPa maximum losses during the soak period). In direct
comparison with the strong back beam at 400°C (Test 4) there is a smaller amount of
thermal stress relaxation representing only about 14% of the overall prestress losses
(about 23 MPa recovered stress out of 165 MPa total losses during soak period). This
confirms that the creep deformation is more dominant, and therefore more important, in
the strong back beam tests with low heated length ratios. This is highly significant for the
case of localized fires in multiple bay UPT buildings, and Chapter 5 provides further
discussion regarding the possible effects of heated length ratio on UPT strands.

4.5.2 Effects of Initial Prestress Level
Two areas of concern are inherent in the computational model’s formulae which
require validation: (1) in the case of realistic initial prestress levels up to 1000 MPa or
more, the steady-state creep data up to 690 MPa due to Harmathy (1967) was
extrapolated (refer to Figure 3.5), and (2) the accuracy of the creep equation (Equation
3.2) should be verified To shed light on these issues with regard to the predictive ability
of the computational model, an additional experiment was performed at a lower initial
stress level in the range for which the available steady state creep parameters for
prestressing steel are known to be valid.
A test (Test 5 in Table 4.1) was performed using a temperature set point of 400°C
and a soak time of 90 minutes, but with an initial prestress of only 600 MPa rather than
1000 MPa; the ramp rate was 10°C/minute.

Comparison of Computational Model versus Experimental Results
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Selected results from Test 5 are given in Figure 4.11 and Table 4.1. Table 4.1
shows a comparison of the computational model’s predictions and the experimental
results. The model predicts slightly more prestress loss in the 600 MPa test than are
observed in the actual experiment, with differences of 3% (16 MPa) during the soak
phase and 2% (13 MPa) after cooling. This is in comparison to the 1000 MPa test (Test
3), for which the computational model calculates over 140 MPa more prestress loss than
actually observed in the experiment. This confirms that the creep is modelled more
accurately at lower stress levels. The trend of the 600 MPa curve also indicates that the
creep parameters for larger stresses may not be fully accurate and tend to be
conservative. The model predicts more stress losses than observed even at 600 MPa intial
prestress however, suggesting that the creep equation behaves conservatively Both of
these observations suggest that further investigation into the Zener-Hollomon parameters
for low and high stress levels should be undertaken and that the creep equation and
parameters should be experimentally refined for higher accuracy.

4.5.3 Effects of Varying Soak Time
Two additional experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of varying
soak times. Three different soak periods; 5 minutes (Test 6), 45 minutes (Test 7), and 90
minutes (Test 4) were used at a soak temperature of 400°C. The testing regimes are
described in Table 4.1 and selected results are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
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Experimental Results
Figure 4.12 shows that the amount of creep (resulting in irrecoverable prestress
relaxation) after 5 minutes soaking at 400°C is less than for 90 minutes at 400°C. A
considerable amount of prestress relaxation occurs during the 5 minute soak time
(115 MPa), however an even greater amount of relaxation occurs during the 90 minute
soak time (202 MPa). The prestress recovery on cooling in these tests was small and it
was expected to see a similar amount of prestress recovery in each case; this is confirmed
by the test data and the predictions of the computational model in Figure 4.12.
MacLean (2007) also experimented with varying soak times, and the results of his
tests are reproduced, along with predictions from the computational model of the current
thesis, in Figure 4.14. It can be observed that the prestress loss follows the same trend as
in Figure 4.12 for the strong back beam tests; the shorter soak period results in lower
irrecoverable prestress losses due to creep relaxation. Figure 4.14 also indicates similar
amounts of prestress recovery upon cooling for each test.
It should be expected that the 45 minute soak test undertaken for the current
thesis should follow a similar trend as observed above in MacLean’s (2007) experiment
with a soak of 45 minutes. Figure 4.13 gives the comparison of the 45 minute soak
(Test 7) with the 90 minute soak (Test 4). It is expected that the amount of creep
deformation and irrecoverable prestress loss observed in the 45 minute test should be less
than in the 90 minute soak test, but more than the 5 minute test. The 45 minute soak test
showed 191 MPa irrecoverable losses after cooling. This was indeed higher than the 5
minute result after cooling (100 MPa) but close in magnitude as the 90 minute soak test
(178 MPa).
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The reasons for this apparent discrepancy are not known. One plausible
explanation is that the tendon may have had an imperfection affecting the creep curve as
described in Chapter 2. Gorash (2008) explains that any micro cracks or steel
irregularities can cause the shape of the creep curve to be considerably altered.
Additional repeat testing on numerous tendons would be required to confirm this
hypothesis and to investigate the statistical variability of creep deformations in
prestressing steel. Such an extension of the experimental program is considered beyond
the scope of the current study but may be an interesting future research topic.

Model Predictions
Data on the performance of the computational model for different soak periods
are given in Table 4.1. The accuracy of the model increases with shorter soak times. This
can be explained by the fact that lower creep losses occur with smaller soak periods
(since creep is a function of time). As previously noted, the model conservatively overpredicts the amount of creep so that longer soak times lead to greater errors in prediction.

4.5.4 Effects of Heating Ramp Rate
Different heating rates can be considered akin to different depths of concrete
cover in a real UPT structure, since the depth of concrete to the prestressing tendons has
a direct impact on the heat transfer and on their rate of heating. A parabolic profiled
tendon in a real UPT slab will always experience different heating rates at different
locations along its length as tendon cover will vary along the length of the slab.
Twilt (1988) suggests that there is only a minimal difference in creep deformation
between different heating rates for mild structural steel. He compiled test results for mild
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steel at 5°C/minute to 50°C/minute. To the knowledge of the author no attempt has yet
been made to test varying heating rates on creep in prestressing steel. Therefore a series
tests were performed to determine the effect of heating rate on the prestress relaxation for
the tendon. Three different heating rates were imposed: 2°C/minute (Test 8),
10°C/minute (Test 4), and 30°C/minute (Test 9), all up to targeted soak temperatures of
400°C.

Experimental Results
The results of these tests are given in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.1. As suggested by
Twilt (1988), the heating rate does not appear to have a dramatic impact on the amount of
creep losses that occur in the tests. All three tests trend toward the same residual prestress
level (within about 50 MPa of each other). No visible trend can be established in these
experiments between prestress loss and heating rate. The test with a 10°C/minute ramp
displayed less residual prestress loss (178 MPa) than either the 2°C/minute ramp (193
MPa) and 30°C/minute (229 MPa) ramp tests. It is conceivable that the 2°C/minute ramp
rate may impart higher permanent stress relaxation in the form of creep deformation
because it is heated longer in temperatures where creep is inherent (above 300°C).
However this would also indicate that the 30°C/min (Test 9) should inherently have less
stress loss than Tests 4 and 8. It is evident however that the 30°C/min test encountered
higher losses. It was found that the soak temperature of Test 9 fluctuated to 404°C for a
time. This may account for higher stress losses in this experiment. Nevertheless these
differences are small and it appears that the heating rate does not have a large effect on
the response.
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Model Predictions
The computational model successfully predicted the trend of the test behaviour,
although the residual prestress losses predicted by the model for each of the three tests
were within 30 MPa of each other. It should also be noted that the 2°C/minute ramp and
30°C/minute ramp had an additional strain gauge installed at the dead end. This was done
to investigate the possibility of frictional effects in the tendon under different heating
rates. Frictional effects are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.6.

4.5.5 Tendon Strength Reduction and Stress Relaxation
Clearly, prestress relaxation is of concern for UPT structures in fire. However, as
noted in Chapter 2, loss of tensile strength at elevated temperature is also potentially
problematic. These two issues, creep and strength loss, are interdependent and should not
strictly be separated. In some cases, as observed in all of MacLean’s (2007) tests, for
example, the rate of thermal and creep relaxation of the prestressing steel is faster than
the rate of the tendon’s strength degradation at elevated temperature, so that tensile
failure of the tendon does not occur. For tendons with shorter heated length ratios
however, it is more likely that the prestress will remain higher (due to a smaller affected
length) and that strength reduction may cause failure of the tendon within the heated
region before creep and thermal elongation reduce the stress. Figure 4.16 shows the
experimental prestress relaxation for MacLean’s tests (Figure 4.16(a)) and strong back
beam (Figure 4.16(b)) tests. The cooling phases stress path of each experiment is also
shown in Figure 4.16. These trends clearly show both the irrecoverability of prestress
(increasing with higher temperatures) and the fact that prestress recovery in the cooling
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phase (below about 300°C) follows a similar slope as the heating phase, as thermal
contraction dominates this phase. Also included in Figure 4.16 is a comparison against
strength reduction curves available from the literature indicating the possibility of failure
by tensile rupture of the tendon during testing.

MacLean’s Experiments
MacLean (2007) tested prestressing steel up to a maximum soak temperature of
700°C. No tendon rupture was observed in his tests. Figure 4.16(a) shows the
experimental prestress relaxation for MacLean’s temperature set point tests from 200°C
to 700°C (with a heated length ratio of 11%) against the suggested yield strength
reduction curves taken from Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) for prestressing steel at elevated
temperature (previously described in Chapter 3, Equation 3.8).
The Eurocode (CEN, 2004) equations predict failure at about 385°C for the
heating scenarios and initial prestress levels imposed by MacLean (2007). However,
tendon failure was not observed in any of MacLean’s experiments. The experiments that
met or passed this temperature included three different temperature set point tests
(400°C, 500°C, and 700°C) and two additional different soak period tests at 400°C (5
and 45 minutes). This is comforting given that the Eurocode (CEN, 2004)
recommendations are meant to provide a conservative estimate of strength reduction for
use in structural fire engineering calculations, which do not allow explicit inclusion of
creep at elevated temperature. Also present in Figure 4.16 is an ‘upper bound’ expression
based on experimental data compiled by Harmathy and Stanzak (1970) for the reduced
yield strength ratio of prestressing steel at high temperature. The Harmathy and Stanzak
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upper bound curve predicts failure for MacLean’s 500°C and 700°C experiments. This
shows that this curve also provides conservative predictions because no failure was
observed during these experiments despite the fact that the suggested reductions are
upper bound.

Strong Back Beam Experiments
Figure 4.16(b) shows that all of the strong back beam tests (with one exception)
described up to this point that were heated above 370°C should have failed according to
the strength reductions suggested by Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). Failure was not predicted
for Test 5 due to its low initial prestress (as seen in Figure 4.16 (b)). Again, failure was
not observed in any of these tests.
Strength failure is, however, a concern for UPT tendons in fire, and this was
demonstrated through two additional tests using the strong back beam. Two tests were
performed at temperatures above 400°C to investigate the possibility of strength failure
before prestress reductions resulting from creep. The initial plan, based on MacLean’s
(2007) successful tests to 500°C and 700°C was to test in the strong back beam at soak
temperatures of 600°C (Test 10) and 500°C (Test 11). However, sudden tensile failure
(tendon rupture) was observed during the ramp phase of the intended 600°C test, with
failure occurring at a tendon temperature 524°C. A similar failure was repeated at a
tendon temperature of 501°C in Test 11, in an attempt to soak the tendon at 500°C. In
this case, the tendon ruptured approximately two minutes into the soak phase. Again, test
results are given in Table 4.1. Figure 4.16(b) illustrates the prestress relaxation response
of both failed strong back beam tests (10 and 11) in comparison with the reduced strength
projections given by the Eurocode (CEN, 2004). The tendon stress again exceeds the
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projected yield strength using Eurocode 2 reductions, and passes outside the Eurocode’s
failure envelope before failing at a considerably higher temperature and mildly higher
stress level. Using the Eurocode’s prediction, strength failure was projected to occur at
about 350-360°C for both tests, although failure occurred more than 150°C above this
temperature for both tests. Even the upper bound Harmathy and Stanzak (1970)
expression suggests that failure should occur above 410°C and 420°C for Tests 11 and
10, respectively. It is therefore clear that both the Eurocode 2 and the upper bound
Harmathy and Stanzak expressions are conservative in comparison to the behaviour of
the tendon for both MacLean’s tests and the strong back beam tests. Bailey has made
similar observations that the Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) strength reduction curve gives
conservative results after his large scale furnace tests on loaded UPT slabs subjected to a
standard fire (2009). Therefore, while it does not seem possible, given the strong stresstime-temperature dependency of creep, for the Eurocode (CEN, 2004) equations (or
others which may claim to implicitly include creep) to rationally treat the situation of
localized heating of prestressed reinforcement for the unbonded case, the equations
appear to at least be conservative on the basis of the limited testing presented in the
current thesis (i.e., they predict failure in the cases where it was observed and also in
many cases where it was not).
The stress versus time diagrams for both of the strong back tests are given in
Figure 4.17. It should be noted that Test 11 experienced a soak time of two minutes at
500°C prior to failure. Test 10 failed during the ramp at 524°C however this test had a
slightly smaller initial prestress than Test 11 (by about 15 MPa). This may lead to some
indication as to why both tendons failed at different peak temperatures.
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Failure Modes
Photographs of the two failed tendons at the point of rupture are presented in
Figures 4.18 and 4.19. Figure 4.18(a) shows the failure of Test 10 at 524°C while Figure
4.18(b) shows the failure of Test 11 that occurred at 501°C. Tendon failure was observed
in both tests at approximately the midpoint of the tube furnace where the tendon was at
its hottest. Both tendons showed evidence of yielding failure as both portions of the
tendon appeared to neck. One portion of the seven wire strand of Test 11 unravelled
immediately after failure, as shown in Figure 4.19. Additionally in both tests the centre
wire of the strand extruded from the unheated end of the strand by approximately 25 mm.
(see Figure 4.20).

Strain Variation
Although strains in the tendons could not be measured instantaneously at the
location of failure, great care was taken in the 501°C test (Test 11) to observe the tendon
behaviour at the point of failure. In Test 10 (the 524°C failure temperature test),
measurements were recorded once every 5 seconds. By using a large time interval
between readings it was not possible to take measurements at the exact instant of failure.
In Test 11, the data acquisition system was set to take readings at a rate of 10 Hz in an
attempt to observe the stress variation as failure occurred. As a result, complete tendon
relaxation was shown prior to the tendon actually achieving zero strain. The final load
reading from the dead end load cell measured translated to 14 MPa stress in the tendon.
A video of the tendon was also made which showed a noticeable ‘jolt’ in the tendon at
approximately one second prior to failure which may have indicated failure of one or
more of the individual wires in the seven wire strand. The change of tendon strain versus
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time data is shown in Figure 4.21 and an exponential ‘tertiary’ creep phase prior to
failure can be observed. The difference between the two strain gauge data lines also
indicates a small but noticeable amount of frictional lag in the prestress variation along
the tendon (further discussed in Section 4.6).
The computational model shows a large conservative estimate for stress
relaxation behaviour as shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.17. This difference is at
maximum approximately 20% (170 MPa). The computational model’s prediction can be
observed to intercept the actual stress at the time of failure, since temperature data were
not available beyond this point. This should not be taken as an indication of the ability of
the model to predict tendon rupture but merely is a consequence of the end of the thermal
input files for these modelling cases. Warnings were provided by the computational
program in excess of 355°C for Test 11 and 360°C for Test 10 indicating the possibility
of strength failure according to the Eurocode 2 equations for yield strength loss at high
temperature.

4.6 Friction Effects at High Temperature
An investigation into the effects of friction on the longitudinal prestress variation
in the tendon is presented in this section. The frictional effects were indirectly studied in
the experiments by placing strain gauges near the live end as well as near the furnace. By
subtracting the two values of change in strain from both gauges, an approximate value of
the frictional variation of prestress can be obtained. This value is approximate because
the gauges are placed on one wire, and all wires may have a slightly different amount of
prestress (MacDougall and Bartlett, 2003).
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Figure 4.22 illustrates the strain behaviour with increasing temperature for the
experiments listed in Table 4.1. The maximum difference in strain at midspan translates
to a tendon stress differential of approximately 40 MPa (4% of the total stress in the
tendon) at high temperatures up to 500°C.
The quoted tendon stress levels are based on an assumed modulus of elasticity of
189 GPa. Strain behaviour was more carefully measured in the 2°C/minute (Test 8) and
30°C/minute (Test 9) tests by placing several additional strain gauges as described
previously in Section 4.3. In particular the 30°C/minute test (Test 9) used a strain gauge
on both sides of the furnace and at both the live end and the dead end of the tendon. The
results of the 30°C/minute test (Test 9) can be observed in Figure 4.23. The difference in
strain at the end of the test between the live and dead end indicates a prestress differential
of about 42 MPa. The results of the 2°C/minute test (Test 8) can be observed in Figure
4.24. It should be noted that a strain gauge near the furnace malfunctioned midway
through the test and returned later in the test. The difference in strain at the end of the test
between the live and dead end indicates a prestress differential of only 17 MPa, much
less than that observed in the 30°C/min (Test 9). The higher frictional effect observed in
Test 9 (404°C) compared to that observed in Test 8 (400°C) may have been caused by
the tendon’s exposure to higher temperatures, which can cause a greater variation in
stress across the tendon. The values reported here should be treated with caution as some
frictional effects reported fall within the percent error described for Tests 8 and 9 (see
Section 4.3.1).
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4.7 Summary
The main objective of the experiments described in this chapter was to
demonstrate the stress-temperature-time dependency in a locally heated unbonded tendon
using realistic tendon lengths and prestress levels, and to further verify the computational
model presented in Chapter 3 for treating this very specific transient problem. Two main
topics were covered in this chapter; (1) a description of the test procedure was provided
(Sections 4.1 to 4.4), and (2) the test results were discussed and compared with model
predictions (Sections 4.5 to 4.6). Several key observations were made, as follows:
•

Experiments with variable soak temperature set points showed measurable
permanent prestress relaxation for thermal exposures above 300°C.

•

By varying the initial prestress level it was shown that improvements could be
made in the computational program, in particular it is suggested that
extrapolation of available creep parameters may not be appropriate for the
initial prestress levels imposed in the current study (nor for likely prestress
levels to be expected in practice for UPT concrete slabs).

•

Varying the soak times illustrated an expected but important time dependency
for creep relaxation at elevated temperature. The timescales relevant for
determination of creep strains compress drastically at elevated temperatures,
so that thermal exposures in the range of minutes become important at
temperatures above about 300°C.

•

Different heating ramp rates illustrated that the rate at which heating occurred
did not drastically alter the observed prestress relaxation for heating rates to
be expected in practice.
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•

For larger heated length ratios the rate of stress relaxation was typically
greater than the rate of strength reduction, as opposed to the case for smaller
heated length ratios where the rate of strength reduction may be faster than the
rate of stress relaxation leading to tendon rupture during localized heating.

•

The potential effects of friction on tendon stress under transient high
temperature conditions were discussed briefly and, while observable, they do
not appear to be important for treating this problem computationally.

•

Overall the computational model showed conservative and reasonable
predictions in comparison to the experimental data, although refinement of
creep parameters appears to be needed.

Although a structure can experience numerous modes of failure in fire, prestress
relaxation due to localized heating of a tendon is likely to have specific and important
consequences for the flexural and punching shear capacities of a UPT flat plate concrete
structure. With an understanding of the performance of UPT tendons in fire, it is now
possible to conduct a preliminary study of the potential consequences for a UPT concrete
slab structure in fire using the computational model developed in Chapter 3.
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882
897
15
8
6
815
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9
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9
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769
786
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Tendon
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Tendon
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983
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0
10
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185
20
failed
Tendon
Tendon
Tendon
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11
997
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2
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21
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* ?ote: The prescribed soak temperature indicates the specified set point. The actual temperature reached for test 10 was 524°C and
for test 11 was 501°C
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2

Initial
Test prestress
# (MPa)
1
974

Experimental test setup

Table 4.1: Compiled test results

Table 4.2: Heated length comparisons for strong back beam tests and MacLean’s (2007)
tests for different temperature set points*
Strong back beam 3%
MacLean study 11%
heated length
heated length
Highest
Highest
Temperature
Highest
Highest
stress loss
stress loss
Test
set point
stress loss in
stress loss in
after fire
after fire
#
(°C)
fire (%)
fire (%)
(%)
(%)
1
200
1
<1
5
1
2
300
3
2
10
3
3
400
17
14
32
24
* ?ote: Percentages are based on the initial prestress and measured prestress loss values
for soak period (during heating) and residual (after cooling), see Table 4.1. Temperature
set points with MacLean’s (2007) tests follow those of the strong back beam tests.
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Live End

Dead End

18300 mm

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the modified strong back beam (total length of 18.3m is
adjusted for tendon drape to give a length of 18.6m).
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Figure 4.2: Cross sectional view of the strong back beam at midspan (all dimensions are
in m).
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Figure 4.3: Custom tube furnace installed in the strong back beam.
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Figure 4.4: Typical temperature control for ramp and hold regimes to between 200°C and
400°C at 10°C/minute (Tests 1 to 3).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: (a) Live end of strong back beam, and (b) Dead end of strong back beam
showing safety cord.
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Figure 4.6: Instrumentation layout on a tendon during testing. (For Tests 1 to 11 strain
gauges were located at Location T1 and 0.5 m from the live end of the tendon, for Tests 8
and 9 an additional gauge/thermocouple was located 0.5m next to the dead end).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7: (a) Typical strain gauge installation, and (b) tearing of strain gauge from a
tendon
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Figure 4.8: Selected experimental results and model validation for fixed temperature set
points and 90 minute soak times (Tests 1 through 3).
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Figure 4.9: Repeatability of experiments at 400°C set points with 90 minute soak times

(Tests 3 and 4).
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Figure 4.10: Experimental prestress losses with different heated length ratios at 200°C,
300°C and 400°C set points and 90 minute soak times.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of variation of initial prestress at 400°C set point and 90 minute soak
time (Tests 3 and 5).
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Figure 4.12: Effect of varying soak times on prestress loss (Tests 4 and 6).
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Figure 4.13: Effect of varying soak times on prestress loss (Tests 4 and 7).
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of varying soak times using data from MacLean (2007) and the
predictions of the computational model described in Chapter 3 of the current thesis.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of heating ramp rate with a maximum set point temperature of 400°C
(Tests 4, 8, and 9).
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Figure 4.16: Strength and prestress versus temperature relations for (a) MacLean’s (2007)
tests, and (b) the strong back tests for the current study
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Figure 4.17: Stress versus time for strong back beam tests taken to tendon failure during
heating.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Tendon fracture surfaces shown for (a) Test 10, and (b) Test 11.
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Figure 4.19: Tendon unravelling observed after failure in Test 11 (501°C failure test).

Figure 4.20: Centre wire excursion observed after failure in Test 10 (524°C failure test).
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Figure 4.21: Time versus strain history recorded during Test 11.
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Figure 4.22: High temperature frictional effects.
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Figure 4.23: Strains recorded during Test 9 (30°C/minute ramp).
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Figure 4.24: Strains recorded during Test 8 (2°C/minute ramp).
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Chapter 5
Potential Consequences
5.0 General
Loss of prestressing, either partial or total, due to fire or some other event has
potentially serious consequences for the load carrying capacity of a UPT flat plate
structure. In particular, both the flexural and the punching shear capacity may be reduced
as prestressing force is lost (all other factors being equal). The magnitude of the likely
reductions in capacity remains unknown given the multitude of other factors at play
during a fire, but a preliminary investigation of this issue has been made in the current
thesis and is presented in this chapter.
The computational model developed and verified by the author and described in
Chapters 3 and 4 was used in conjunction with a previously developed and validated
finite difference heat transfer model (Bisby, 2003) to investigate the potential
consequences of prestress loss due to elevated temperature exposures on the capacity
(both flexural and shear) of a typical UPT concrete flat slab in fire. The purpose of the
analysis is to illustrate the possible effects of a standard fire on a simulated UPT flat plate
slab of realistic configuration. The specific objectives of are:
•

to perform a parametric analysis of a typical UPT slab with draped tendons
exposed to fire by considering; (1) varying concrete cover to prestressed
reinforcement (due to misplaced tendons or to localized cover spalling during
fire), (2) localized or compartmentalized, and (3) varying initial prestress
levels; and
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•

to investigate the potential consequences of high temperature stress relaxation
of a tendon on the flexural and punching shear capacities of the slab.

It should be reiterated that thermal bowing, global thermal expansion of the slab,
horizontal restraint, in-service concrete stresses, compressive or tensile membrane action
of the concrete slab, and frictional effects on the unbonded prestressing tendons have
been ignored. Depending on the boundary conditions of a fire-exposed bay, the load
capacity of a UPT slab may be considerably increased by the development of membrane
in-plane forces and continuity over multiple bays (Bailey et al., 2008); these factors
should be considered in future studies to arrive at a more rational and holistic treatment
of the structural fire safety of UPT members in modern concrete buildings.

5.1 Parametric Analysis of a UPT Slab Exposed to Fire
A discussion of the possible tendon prestress relaxation and mechanical property
degradation subjected to various heating and cooling regimes was provided in Chapter 4.
It was seen through the strong back beam experiments presented in Chapter 4 that
considerable stress relaxation and material strength degradation occur at temperatures
above 300°C. This section presents a parametric analysis on a simulated UPT flat plate
slab. Based on the procedures outlined in Chapter 3, a numerical heat transfer analysis
(Bisby, 2003) is used to predict the temperatures within a typical UPT flat plate slab
under a standard fire exposure from below. The simulated temperature exposure is then
used in conjunction with the computational model of Chapter 3 to predict prestress
variation and material degradation (for the tendon alone). The prestress variation
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observed in this section are used to provide an illustrative prediction of the simulated
slab’s reduced punching shear and flexural capacities.

Simulated Slab
The computational model was used to conduct parametric studies on a typical
example flat plate slab initially used for parametric high temperature analysis by
MacLean (2007) and adapted from design Example 5.4.4 from the Post Tensioning
Institute’s Design Manual (PTI, 1990). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the configuration of the
assumed slab used for analysis. A continuous structure over three interior bays (7700 mm
each) and two exterior bays (5200 mm each) and slab thickness of 150 mm was studied.
A room temperature modulus of elasticity of 190 GPa was assumed for the prestressing
tendons (PTI, 1990). The slab shares similarities with other common post-tensioned flat
plate design examples by using multiple bays (five), and similar column-to-column spans
(of between 7 m and 8 m) (PTI, 2008). The flat plate slab represents a design typical for
apartment or condominiums with a total service dead load (including finishes, partitions
and slab self-weight) of approximately 4.5 kPa, and the associated service live load is 1.9
kPa (CPCI, 2007). To meet the assumed factored load demand for moment and shear
under ambient conditions, twelve 13 mm diameter Grade 1860 seven- wire tendons (with
a parabolic profile as shown) and ten 10 mm nominal diameter grade 400 bars (assumed
at 20 mm clear cover) were provided per design strip of slab (6100 mm) for midspan
regions. Near the columns the same amount of prestressing steel was assumed (twelve
strands) but eight 15 mm diameter Grade 400 mild reinforcement bars were used to meet
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higher flexural capacity demands. The tendon profile was modelled as parabolic, where
bc in Figure 5.1 represents the depth of clear cover at midspan.

Heat Transfer Analysis
The 150 mm thick slab was assumed to be constructed from carbonate aggregate
concrete having 5% initial volumetric moisture content at the onset of fire, which from a
heat transfer point of view is at the conservative end of the likely moisture content
spectrum for an in-service slab in an environmentally conditioned structure (Kodur,
2005). The slab was analyzed using a previously described finite difference heat transfer
analysis program (Bisby, 2003) to define 10 mm long thermal regions along the full
length of the tendon, each with individually known time-temperature profiles for an
assumed exposure to the ASTM E119 standard fire (ASTM, 2001a) over a given area of
slab. The resulting temperature exposures with respect to various cover depths are shown
in Figure 5.3.

Key Assumptions
The preliminary analysis of the current thesis is highly idealized and depends on a
number of simplifying assumptions. Cover spalling in fire has not been considered, nor
has a cooling phase been used to simulate non-standard fire exposures. Cooling
behaviour could be studied with the current model to provide an indication of potential
residual prestress levels for fires of shorter duration or reduced severity, or for fires
which are extinguished sufficiently early that refurbishment of the structure for continued
use is possible. The computational model is therefore potentially very useful for the case-
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by-case assessment of real fire-damaged UPT structures, provided that a realistic thermal
history can be reconstructed.
Strength loss of the tendon was considered by comparing the calculated prestress
levels to the strength reductions suggested by Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) (Equation 3.8).
Also included in each of the parametric analysis figures is the upper bound strength loss
curve for cold drawn prestressing steel presented by Harmathy and Stanzak (1970). Both
the upper bound Harmathy and Stanzak expression and Eurocode 2 are shown to be
conservative with respect to test data from the current study (as in Figure 4.16).
For a parabolic tendon the accuracy of the model improves with smaller
longitudinal thermal region sizes (as described in Chapter 3). However, there is a
practical limit to reducing the size of thermal regions beyond which decreases in size no
longer translate into noticeable differences in the predictions. A convergence study of the
computational model using the default slab configuration (described below) exposed to a
standard fire in the central bay demonstrated that, for thermal region lengths smaller than
10 mm, there was no discernable change in the predictions (see Figure 5.4).

5.1.1 Initial Prestress Level
Figure 5.5 shows the predicted variation of prestress level resulting from exposure
to an ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire for the example structure for various
initial prestress levels. In all cases it is assumed that the fire is confined to the central bay
of the example structure (i.e., the outside bays remain at ambient temperature), and that
the clear cover to the prestressed reinforcement is 20 mm at midspan.
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It is evident in Figure 5.5 that the prestressing force initially decreases gradually
as a consequence of restrained thermal expansion. This is followed by a more severe
prestress reduction once creep losses begin to accumulate (depending on the combined
stress-temperature condition). It is interesting to note that during the fire (independent of
the prestress level at the onset of fire); all of the prestress level curves converge to a
common lower bound. For example, after one hour of fire, any tendon initially stressed
above 32% ultimate strength (fpu) (as any tendon almost certainly would be in an inservice UPT structure) is predicted to be at the same stress level (about 0.32fpu in this
case). Most importantly, Figure 5.5 shows that this example structure would experience
prestress losses (across all bays) in the range of 50 to 60% after one hour of localized fire
exposure for realistic initial prestress levels in the range of 1000 to 1200 MPa.
The upper bound strength reduction by Harmathy and Stanzak (1970) shows that
strength failure may occur with initial stress values above about 75% of room
temperature ultimate strength after 30 minutes (this is not a likely in-service stress level
in unbonded post-tensioned slabs). The Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) predictions show that a
risk of strength failure exists beyond 24 minutes for tendons stressed above 50% of
ultimate strength for this particular analysis case.

5.1.2 Concrete Cover to the Prestressed Reinforcement
To study the effects of varying concrete cover on prestress loss during fire, the
computational model was again applied assuming that only the central interior bay was
exposed to fire. The assumed parabolic tendon profile, which was at a fixed depth of
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20 mm clear cover over the supports (refer to Figure 5.1), was modified such that the
midspan concrete clear cover varied between 5 mm and 30 mm with all other parameters
held constant. The resulting predicted prestress losses for an initial prestress of 1000 MPa
are shown in Figure 5.6. Again, the prestress losses are initially influenced predominately
by restrained thermal expansion, but the creep strains become dominant once the
temperature of the tendon exceeds 300°C. This temperature is reached more rapidly in
tendons with smaller depths of concrete cover. The importance of achieving adequate
concrete covers for fire protection in UPT slab structures is therefore paramount. In
particular, for the case of 5 mm cover, localized exponential strain increases were
predicted in the most heated thermal region, causing the model to terminate and implying
tendon rupture in less than one hour. In the current case, 50% loss of prestress occurs
after only 22 minutes of fire exposure for 5 mm concrete cover, whereas this point is
reached after 80 minutes if the cover is 25mm. Further, the upper bound strength
reduction by Harmathy and Stanzak (1970), does not predict failure in any of these cases.
Eurocode 2 reductions project strength failure for all simulations when the tendon reaches
a temperature in the range of 360°C to 370°C, as shown in Figure 5.6 by comparison with
Figure 5.3.

5.1.3 Ratio of Heated Length to Total Length of Tendon
Since multiple bay UPT slabs are increasingly used for multi-storey office and
residential occupancies, it is possible that a fire could develop locally (i.e., within a single
compartment or over a single bay), over several bays, or even over an entire floor plate
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(although a full floor plate fire, while widely used as a basis for design of large fire
compartments, is physically unrealistic in most cases). Seven analysis configurations
were used to study the effects of varying the ratio of heated length (i.e., the length of the
slab directly exposed to the ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire) to the total length
of the tendon. Figure 5.7 shows the predicted effects of the heated length ratio on
prestress loss for the example slab, again with an assumed parabolic tendon profile, a
clear cover of 20 mm at midspan, and initial prestress of 1000 MPa. The fire exposures
that were considered included: partial bay heating (2310 mm, 3850 mm, or 5390 mm of
fire exposed slab centred on midspan for only the central bay), full bay (the entire central
bay only), multiple bay (two and three internal bays), and entire floor (all five bays). The
results indicate that greater heated length ratios contribute to larger overall prestress
losses during fire, although the effect is far less important than the cover depth effect. It
should be noted that when multiple bays are exposed to fire, the increases in prestress
loss as compared with the shorter heated length ratio cases are due predominately to
recoverable prestress loss resulting from restrained thermal expansion.
In considering strength losses, the upper bound Harmathy (1970) expression does
not predict failure in any of the simulations. However, the Eurocode 2 (2004) predictions
suggest strength failure is possible for heated length ratios isolated to all three interior
bays but not the fully developed floor fire with 100% heated length ratio. This suggests
that localized heating is potentially more critical than generalized heating for this type of
structure; a conclusion which supports the argument that standard fires based on small
scale compartment fire experiments are neither rational nor necessarily conservative for
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the fire-safe design of open plan buildings. Somewhat counter-intuitively, irrecoverable
prestress losses are less for larger heated length ratios, suggesting that the residual
prestress recovered after a fire would be greater in these cases. This was observed to a
degree in comparing MacLean’s experiments (11% heated length ratio) to the strong back
beam tests (3% heated length ratio) in Sections 4.5.1 and 3.4.2.

5.2 Potential Consequences
Up to now, elevated temperature prestress relaxation and strength reductions have
been discussed in isolation from the structural response of a UPT concrete slab. This
section considers the potential consequences for the simulated UPT slab structure as a
result of prestress losses and tendon strength reductions due to high temperature.
Assuming an ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire, and considering
degradation of mechanical properties of concrete, mild steel and prestressed
reinforcement, and prestress losses at elevated temperature, the punching shear and
positive and negative cross-sectional flexural capacities for the simulated UPT slab were
estimated using simplified ambient temperature design provisions of the Canadian design
document CAN/CSA A23.3-04 (CSA, 2004).

5.2.1 Assessment of UPT Structures in Fire
The ambient temperature design of UPT concrete slabs considers both flexural
and shear capacities using limit states design approaches (CSA, 2004). The code-based
equations specifically include the contributions of the concrete and the steel to the
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strength of a structural section. The design equations used to calculate the capacity of a
structure at ambient temperature are used herein as a first estimate of the capacity at high
temperature with one major exception; high temperature calculations consider
degradation of the materials’ properties (Buchanan, 2001). For considering UPT
structures (specifically UPT flat plate slabs) material degradation of the concrete, reduced
steel strengths, and reduced steel prestress force all contribute to potential capacity losses
that may occur in a fire.

Flexural Consequences
The flexural capacity of a structure considers the resistance to applied loads by
the coupled (moment) resistance arising from the stress resultants of the concrete and
steel components of the cross-section. Any degradation of the strength of these respective
components will therefore lower the flexural resistance of the structure. Figure 5.8
illustrates a section of a continuous UPT concrete slab exposed to fire. For simplicity of
explanation, mild steel reinforcement is ignored at this point in the discussion. The key
issue in this simulated slab structure is that the prestressing steel is continuous and
unbonded, and any degradation at any point will transfer its effects throughout the whole
tendon (regardless if other sections of the strand are not directly exposed to high
temperature). Figure 5.9 considers Section A-A (midspan) from Figure 5.8. Reduction in
flexural resistance from concrete deterioration is virtually ignored at this location because
its flexural strength comes from the unexposed (to fire) compressive region. However,
the prestressing steel is affected by the elevated temperature at that location. Figure 5.10
illustrates the effect of temperature at the column lines; Section B-B (column support) in
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Figure 5.8. Two important material strength reductions occur at the column support; the
concrete will degrade in strength at elevated temperature (see Chapter 2), and the
prestressing steel will experience strength and stress reduction. Even though the
prestressing steel is unlikely to be directly affected by elevated temperature at the
column, it will still experience degradation from the high temperature exposure near
midspan where the concrete cover is less. These reduced material properties affect both
the concrete and the steel in defining the stress resultant force couple which translates
into bending moment resistance.

Shear Consequences
Another potential consequence of prestress loss for UPT slabs is degradation of
the punch through shear resistance (punching capacity). Prevention of punch through
shear in UPT flat plate slabs has received little research attention with respect to the fire
performance of these systems, despite anecdotal evidence that punching failures may
have occurred during real fires in structures (Mirzaei, 2008; Moss et al., 2008). Punch
through failure may occur when a diagonal tension crack allows the formation of a
truncated cone or pyramid around the perimeter of a column, which can allow the column
to punch through the slab. In extreme cases, this can result in progressive structural
failure (Park and Gamble, 2000; Nilson, 1987). For UPT concrete slabs, punch through
resistance can be enhanced by both the pre-compressive stress of the concrete and the
vertical force component contributed by the profiled prestressing steel (CSA, 2004),
though the later is generally conservatively neglected. Any reduction in these will reduce
the slab’s ability to resist punching shear in the event of a fire.
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Elevated Temperature Design
Chapters 3 and 4 considered the computation of high temperature stress relaxation
approximations for prestressing steel. In addition to using this analysis, the simulated slab
example assumes the use of Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) and ‘upper bound’ Harmathy and
Stanzak (1970) expressions for strength reductions of prestressing steel as mentioned
previously.
The simulated slab example also considers elevated temperature strength
reductions for concrete and mild steel reinforcement. The Hertz models (2004, 2005) are
used to approximate these material strength reduction factors. The Hertz models express
material damage by an ‘S’ shaped curve which is modelled after various compiled
literature (including the Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) equations). The generalized form of the
equation is:

κi = k +

1− k
2

8

T T  T  T 
1 + +   +   +  
T1  T2   T3   T4 

64

(5.1)

Where κi is the material strength reduction factor, T is the temperature of the specimen in
degrees Celsius, k is the ratio of minimum and maximum values of a property being
considered and T1 to T4 are temperature parameters compiled in Table 5.1. The resulting
reduction curves are presented visually in Figure 5.11. To calculate the elevated
temperature material property (such as reduced yielding strength or compressive
strength), κi is multiplied by the room temperature value. Using this approach in
combination with code-based equations for capacity (taken from CSA (2004) design
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codes), the flexural and punching shear capacity reductions resulting from exposure to
elevated temperature of the simulated UPT flat plate structure can be approximated.

5.2.2 Flexural Capacity
Reductions in flexural capacity during fire exposure were considered for both
positive and negative bending of the middle interior bay of the design example slab.
Equation 5.1 was used to calculate the degradation of the mild steel reinforcement’s yield
strength at elevated temperature, κmild. The room temperature yield strength of the mild
steel reinforcement, f y , was assumed to be 400 MPa. For positive bending, concrete
degradation at midspan was assumed to be negligible, since the compressive zone of
concrete is located well away from the fire exposed face; however, concrete degradation
was included for negative bending calculations at the supports.
Various relationships to model the mechanical properties of concrete as a function
of the temperature are available in the literature. In the current study, the relationship
given by Hertz (2004, 2005) (Equation 5.1) was used to reduce the compressive strength
of concrete using a reduction factor, κ concrete . The compressive stress block of the slab was
divided into regions (same as those used in the heat transfer analysis) and a respected
reduction factor was calculated for each region. This was then averaged over the
compressive stress block in the slab (after Park and Gamble, 2000). The Hertz model
(2005) is accurate for carbonate aggregate concrete (Youssef and Motabah, 2007) and
compares well against models summarized by Buchanan (2001) for normal density
concrete.
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The κ concrete coefficient is typically increased in calculations where initial
compressive stress is present, which must be overcome before tensile stresses can be
invoked to cause micro-cracking and damage at high temperature (Hertz, 2005; Youssef
and Motabah, 2007). For example, for initial compressive stresses of 0.25 f 'c a factor of
1.25 may be applied to Equation 5.1 (Youssef and Motabah, 2007). This factor has been
conservatively neglected in the current analysis and subsequent discussion.
A third reduction factor κ prestress was used to account for yield strength ( f py )
reductions for prestressing steel at high temperature. The room temperature yield strength
of the prestressing steel, f py , was assumed to be 1674 MPa. The upper bound Harmathy
and Stanzak (1970) expression was used to estimate the high temperature yield strength
of prestressing steel in member calculations (see Equation 5.2). Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004)
strength reduction equations were also calculated for comparison.
With temperature distributions through the slab (and hence mechanical properties
of constituents) known at a given cross-section, CAN/CSA A23.3-04 (CSA, 2004) code
equations were used to approximate the flexural capacity of the UPT flat plate slab in
both positive and negative bending. The neutral axis depth at assumed plastic hinges, c y ,
are found from Equation 5.2:
cy =

φ s As κ mild f y + φ p A p κ prestress f py
α 1 β 1φ c κ concrete f ' c b

(5.2)

where A is the area of reinforcement provided, the subscript s denotes mild
reinforcement, the subscript p denotes prestressed reinforcement, the subscript c denotes
concrete, φ is a code specific resistance factor (0.65 for concrete, 0.85 for mild steel, and
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0.9 for prestressing steel), b is the design strip width of the slab, and α 1 is the ratio of
average stress in a rectangular compression block to the specified room temperature
concrete strength f 'c (assumed as 30 MPa). Strength reduction factors were applied for
conservative results. The resulting c y values for each plastic hinge are subsequently used
to calculate the stress in the prestressed reinforcement at ultimate limit state, f pr ,
according to Equation 5.3, which is adapted from Clause 18.6.2(b) of CSA A23.3-04
(CSA, 2004):
f pr = f pe + ∆f pr
f pr = f pe +

8000
∑ (d p − c y ) ≤ f py
lo n

(5.3)

where f pe represents the prestress in the tendons after all short and long term losses
(including prestress losses due to fire), d p is the extreme compression fibre to the
centroid of the prestressing steel at the location of the plastic hinge, lo is the tendon
length between anchors, and n is the number of plastic hinges required to form a failure
mechanism (3 for an interior span). Equation 5.3 is based on the prestress stress after
elevated temperature losses ( f pe ) plus the additional stress ( ∆f pr ) that develops in the
tendon as a failure mechanism is formed.
The compressive stress block depth, a, is therefore given by Equation 5.4:
a=

φ s As κ mild f y + φ p A p f pr
α 1φ c κ concrete f ' c b

(5.4)

Using f pr and considering the contributions from the flexural steel and the concrete, the
moment resistance, M r , can be estimated at each time step using Equation 5.5:
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a
a
M r = φ p A p f pr ( d p − ) + φ s As κ mild f y ( d s − )
2
2

(5.5)

The resulting variations in flexural capacity positive and negative bending are
presented in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. These figures consider the variation in
concrete cover to the prestressed reinforcement at midspan (5 mm, 15 mm and 30 mm)
and heated length ratio (7% and 100%). The figures illustrate a normalized prediction of
moment capacity due to elevated temperature. The results are a simplification (by
omitting various potential building behaviours mentioned earlier) illustrating the potential
consequences of stress relaxation from elevated temperature on moment capacities (but
not necessarily leading to structural collapse because the real structure is continuous in
two dimensions).
Similar trends are observed for both positive (midspan) and negative (support)
bending in Figure 5.12 and 5.13. Stress relaxation has an impact on the flexural resistance
of the slab. Though the figures show that positive flexure reductions appear to be larger
than the reductions in the negative flexure regions. This is in part due to the mild
reinforcement contained in the slab being less degraded by higher temperatures as it is
away from the fire in negative flexure. Flexural capacity contours clearly confirm the
importance of accurate tendon placement during construction, since moment capacity
drops very rapidly (due to complete prestress loss followed by tendon rupture) for the 5
mm cover case. Fifty percent loss of flexural capacity is predicted in less than 30 minutes
in this case in positive flexure, and 35% in negative flexure. In fact tendon rupture can
occur for this case beyond 24 minutes due to predicted strength failure by the added
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stress contribution caused by ∆f pr . For clarity the time for strength failure is defined in
Table 5.2 rather than in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 for the illustrated design configurations.
The table only tabulates design configurations considered in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Both
Eurocode 2 and upper bound strength reduction curves (CEN, 2004; Harmathy and
Stanzak, 1970) were used in this assessment. Each simulation considered comparison of
the reduced stress f pr with the reduced yield strength ( κ prestress f py ). Hence, failure
prediction times are projected to occur slightly sooner than in Section 5.1. Note also that
the midspan flexural capacity is predicted to be reduced by about 45% after about one
hour, even for the as-designed default configuration with sufficient concrete cover. In
negative flexure, the as-designed default configuration is predicted to decrease by 30%.
This simple flexural capacity illustration shows that additional research and investigation
in this area is warranted.

5.2.3 Punching Shear Capacity
Prevention of punching shear failure is a critical consideration in the design of flat
plate slabs, and it often governs design of UPT slabs under ambient conditions although it
has received little or no research attention with respect to the fire performance of these
systems; this is despite evidence that punching failures have occurred during real fires.
Using the same example slab, an interior slab-column connection was considered
to illustrate the potential consequences of prestress loss due to fire for punching shear.
Again, Canadian code recommendations (CSA, 2004) and thermally degraded material
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properties were used for the first-estimate illustration. The compressive stress in the
concrete at the centroid of the cross section, f cp , was calculated from Equation 5.6:
f cp =

Pe

(5.6)

Ac

where Pe is the prestress force after all losses (based on f pe and the number of tendons)
and Ac is the cross-sectional area of concrete in the design strip. A typical square column
size of 300 mm was assumed. A shape factor, β p , was determined based on Equation 5.7
from Clause 18.12.3.3 in CSA-A23.4-04 (CSA, 2004):
βp =

αsd
bo

+ 0.15 ≤ 0.33

(5.7)

where d is the average effective depth of the slab, bo is the perimeter of the critical
section of the slab, and α s = 4 for an interior column. The calculation of bo assumes the
critical punching region to occur at a distance d/2 from the column face (CPCI, 2007).
Using Equations 5.1, 5.6, and 5.7, the punching shear resistance, Vc , around an interior
column at each instant in time during fire was calculated using Equation 5.8, for normal
density concrete (CSA, 2004):
Vc = β p φ c κ concrete f ' c 1 +

φ p f cp
0.33λφ c κ concrete f ' c

bo d

(5.8)

This equation shows that punching shear capacity relies to some extent on the
prestressing force, thus highlighting the potential importance of prestress loss both for
fire exposed bays and for adjacent bays which remain at ambient temperature but
experience reductions in prestress. The vertical component of the prestressing force was
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conservatively neglected in this calculation, since the tendon slope is difficult to define
and/or control in thin UPT slabs (Ghali and Megally, 1999). The resulting predicted
variation in punching shear capacity during fire is shown in Figure 5.14. Again, several
different parametric cases are considered. A considerable decrease in punching shear
resistance is evident in all cases beyond 30 minutes of fire. At one hour, all but the 30
mm cover contour indicate greater than 25% loss in punching capacity. Again, this
simple illustrative example shows that additional research and investigation in this area is
probably warranted.

5.3 Summary
The flexural and punching shear capacity reductions presented above are
considered by the author to probably be conservative illustrations (i.e., over-predictions
of degradation). While the analysis and comparisons presented in the thesis must be
considered as preliminary, they provide an illustration into the effect of stress relaxation
and possible tendon rupture on a simulated UPT flat plate slab in fire. Additional
research is needed to better understand the fire performance of UPT flat plate systems.
Parametric studies suggest that the initial prestress level and the heated length ratio are
less critical during fire, which suggests that either large (multiple bay) or localised (wellcompartmentalized) fires can cause similar reductions in prestress across multiple bays of
a structure, depending on the specific circumstances. Simple illustrative calculations
performed using extensions of code based equations (modified to account for mechanical
degradation of constituent materials and prestress loss due to heating) indicate
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consequences of fire for UPT structures which are not currently considered in design,
both for punching shear and flexural capacity; additional research is therefore warranted.
Table 5.1: Basic heated material factors for use in the Hertz equations; adapted from
Hertz (2004, 2005).
K
T1
T2
T3
T4
Material*
Condition
Concrete
hot
0
100000
1080
690
1000
Concrete
residual
0
10000
780
490
100000
Mild steel (Hot rolled)
hot
0
100000 100000
593
100000
Mild steel (Hot rolled)
residual
1
100000 100000 100000 100000
Mild steel (Cold rolled)
hot
0
100000
5000
560
100000
Mild steel (Cold rolled)
residual
0.52 100000
1500
580
650
*?ote: Figure 5.11 represents a visualization of these curves.

Table 5.2: Summary of failure times for the flexural capacity analysis, with strength
reductions at high temperature included (refer to Figures 5.12 and 13).
Time to failure
Time to failure
Simulation
(Harmathy) (mins)
(Eurocode) (mins)
5mm cover
24
9
15mm cover
No failure
24
30mm cover
No failure
54
100% heated length
No failure
No failure
7% heated length
No failure
32
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Figure 5.1: Schematic section view of the assumed example slab that has been used in
parametric analyses.

Figure 5.2: Schematic plan view of the assumed example slab that has been used in
parametric analyses.
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A STM E119 standard fire curve
(A STM , 2001a)
Co ncrete cover 0mm
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Co ncrete cover 60mm

600

Co ncrete cover 70mm
Co ncrete cover 80mm

400

Co ncrete cover 90mm
Co ncrete cover 100mm
Co ncrete cover 110mm

200

Co ncrete cover 120mm
Co ncrete cover 130mm

0
0

50

100

150

Time (hr)

200

Co ncrete cover 140mm
Co ncrete cover 150mm

Figure 5.3: Temperature contours used for heat transfer analysis within concrete for each
10mm concrete cover increment for a 150mm thick carbonate aggregate concrete slab
with 5% initial volumetric moisture content.
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Figure 5.4: Computational model convergence study results showing convergence at a
thermal region length of 10mm.
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Figure 5.5: Predicted effects of varying the initial prestress level on the prestress losses
during fire for the example UPT slab subjected to an ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a)
standard fire over the central bay.
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Figure 5.6: Predicted effects of varying the concrete cover to the prestressed
reinforcement at midspan on the prestress loss during fire for the example UPT slab
subjected to an ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire over the central bay.
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Figure 5.7: Predicted effects of varying the ratio of heated length to total tendon
length on the prestress losses during fire for the example UPT slab subjected to an ASTM
E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire over the central bay
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Figure 5.8: Simplified representation of a continuous, one-way UPT concrete slab
exposed to fire.

Figure 5.9: Section and stress resultants for Section A-A (midspan) from Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.10: Section and stress resultants for Section B-B (support) from Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.11: Graphical representation of the Hertz (2004, 2005) model’s reduction
factors.
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Figure 5.12: Normalized predicted variation in positive bending moment capacity during
an ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire for the example slab with several
parameters varied.
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Figure 5.13: Normalized predicted variation in negative moment capacity during an
ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire for the example slab with several parameters
varied.
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Figure 5.14: Normalized predicted variation in punching shear capacity around a 300 mm
square interior column during an ASTM E119 (ASTM, 2001a) standard fire for the
example slab with several parameters varied.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Summary
With various countries currently in the process of adopting performance-based
structural fire design codes it is a necessity to understand various aspects of the behaviour
of UPT concrete flat plates (specifically the prestressing strand) when subjected to
elevated temperatures. The comprehensive literature review provided in Chapter 2 has
identified a lack of test data on the performance of unbonded post-tensioned tendons (and
structures) with realistic lengths under exposure to elevated temperatures or fire.
Additionally, various case studies have indicated a lack of understanding of the behaviour
of UPT slabs in fire. This knowledge gap is also evident in the assessment methods used
for UPT structures in fire, which currently rely on prescriptive design methods. The
current thesis represents a preliminary but important step in understanding the
performance of UPT flat plate concrete slabs in fire, by first evaluating in detail the
response of the steel prestressing tendons.
The interactions between stress, time, temperature, and creep deformation at high
temperatures in prestressing tendons of realistic length are not fully understood.
Specifically high temperature transient creep in prestressing tendons has been identified
as needing further investigation since existing creep data do not exist for realistic tendon
stress levels. A computational model has been developed by extending previous research
to predict the loss of prestress to be expected in unbonded prestressing tendons in
multiple-bay UPT flat plate concrete slabs during fire (for the time being, ignoring
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interactions with the concrete). The model was developed to study the consequences of
transient localized heating (and cooling), and provides reasonable and generally
conservative predictions during all tests performed to date.
The computational model was compared against test data from prestressing
tendons of length 18.6 metres exposed to localized elevated temperature scenarios. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, previous high temperature tests and modelling have focused on
smaller simply supported UPT concrete slab assemblies (less than 6m in length). These
prior studies are not representative of realistic buildings which are continuous and can be
greater than 13m in span-to-span length. The experimental work discussed in this thesis
has explored the high temperature degradation of the mechanical properties of colddrawn prestressing steel tendons of realistic lengths (over 18 metres). Various heating
regimes and initial tendon stress levels were studied to investigate the mechanical
response and deformation behaviour at high temperature and to validate the
computational model. A comparison of different heated length ratios was also conducted.
To the knowledge of the author this has not been considered in prestressing tendon fire
tests in the past. Finally, the computational model was used to investigate the potential
for flexural and punching shear failure in fire.

6.2 Conclusions
Several primary conclusions can be drawn from the research presented herein;
•

The predictive ability of the computational model was influenced as a
result of conservative extrapolation of the model’s input parameters
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(namely the Zener-Hollomon parameters which were originally calculated
for use at stress levels below 690 MPa). This was seen by testing (at
400°C) the variation of the initial prestress level at 600 MPa opposed to
1000 MPa. The computational model prediction in the initial prestress of
600 MPa test ranged between 2% and 3% error when compared to
experimental results, whereas at 1000 MPa the computational model erred
by 17% to 18% (on the conservative side). This indicated that the
computational model’s input parameters were conservative for higher
prestress levels where more severe creep occurs.
•

Testing and numerical analysis indicate that the most critical thermal
exposure might be a localized fire, rather than a fully developed
compartment fire (implications for modeling, testing and design). In
experimental analysis tendon rupture was observed for temperatures
greater than 500°C with smaller heated length ratios (i.e., 3%), confirming
that in some cases localized heating may result in tendon failure due to
stresses exceeding the tendon’s strength.

In numerical analysis stress

relaxation was computed to be greater than the Eurocode 2 strength
reduction (CEN, 2004) for fully developed floor fires (~100% heated
length) for the example case considered, indicating no tendon rupture.
However, in the case of a small isolated fire (7%), modelling indicates the
possibility of tendon failure from localized heating (over 30 minutes of
exposure to an ASTM standard fire) due to the strength of the tendon
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being exceeded. This further indicates that a small localized fire may
actually be the worst case for a UPT concrete slab. This is in contrast to
current thinking in the structural fire safety engineering community and
represents an important insight for these types of structures.
•

In numerical analysis for the flat plate slab, punching shear capacities
were seen to reduce by over 50% after a two hour of simulated standard
fire for every analyzed parametric case (5 mm, 15 mm concrete covers and
7% to 100% heated length ratios) with the exception of the 30 mm
concrete cover analysis. The flexural capacity at midspan (positive
flexure) was seen to decrease by 80% for the as-designed example
configuration after a two hour simulated standard fire. In negative flexure
this was seen to decrease by 40%. These simple illustrative calculations
performed using extensions of code-based equations (modified to account
for mechanical degradation of constituent materials and prestress loss due
to heating) indicate that there may be important consequences of fire for
UPT structures which are not currently considered in design, both for
punching shear and flexural capacity; additional research is therefore
warranted.

Several secondary conclusions can also be drawn from the research presented
herein;
•

Stress relaxation from high temperature creep deformation is a realistic
concern for temperatures above 300°C in prestressing steel.
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•

An expected, but important, time dependency for creep relaxation at
elevated temperature was observed. During a soak of 5 minutes at 400°C,
99 MPa of permanent prestress losses were observed, compared to 178
MPa of losses at 90 minutes soak time. This indicates that the timescales
relevant for determination of creep strains compress drastically at elevated
temperatures, so that thermal exposures in the range of minutes become
important at temperatures where creep deformation becomes prevalent
(above 300°C).

•

Prestressing steel was observed to be largely unaffected by different
heating ramp rates (between 2°C/minute and 30°C/minute) which are in
the practical range to be expected in typical UPT concrete building fires.
All heating rate tests indicated a maximum difference of less than 50 MPa
(or less than 5% of the initial service stress).

•

There was a potential for strength failure due to reduction in yield strength
at high temperatures (typically greater than 500°C). While it does not
seem possible for simplified strength equations such as those presented in
Eurocede (CEN, 2004), or others which claim to “inherently” include the
effects of creep, to rationally treat the situation of localized heating of
prestressed reinforcement for the unbonded case, these equations appear
conservative on the basis of this testing presented in the current thesis.
Failure was predicted for eight strands (all strands tested above 400°C
excluding that tested at an initial prestress of 600 MPa), while it was
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experimentally observed only in two cases and in both of these cases it
was predicted to occur earlier than it was actually observed (by nearly
150°C in both tests). The equations appear to be conservative on the basis
of testing presented in the current thesis.
•

The potential for frictional effects on the tendon prestress variation under
transient high temperature conditions, while observable, was typically less
than 40 MPa for temperature exposures below 500 °C.

•

Results of parametric studies in Chapter 5 indicated that tendon placement
with small covers (such as would occur for placement errors) of 5 mm
increases the potential for tendon rupture in less than 30 minutes in a
standard fire. This indicates that particular care (and adequate site
inspection) is needed during the construction process of UPT structures.

6.3 Recommendations
An important limitation of the analysis and comparisons presented in this thesis is
that the impacts of full-structure interactions have been essentially ignored throughout.
Therefore, additional research is needed to better understand the fire performance of
unbonded prestressing tendons in fire and of UPT flat plate systems under realistic
heating scenarios.
Test results have shown the interplay between tendon stress, temperature and
prestress relaxation due to creep. When tendon failure occurs at high temperature it is not
clear whether creep or strength reduction (or both in combination) is the cause. If nothing
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else, it seems clear that implicit inclusion of creep effects in tensile strength reductions
appears not to be capable of capturing the true complexity of the mechanics involved
when a tendon is subjected to high temperature.
Additional research is needed to refine the computational evaluation of prestress
losses and to understand the influence of interactions with the concrete on tendon stress
over multiple bays from either compartmentalized or highly localized fires. Even though
the computational model developed in Chapter 3 follows trends exhibited in the
experimental data reasonably well (refer to Chapter 4), creep predictions tend to be
overly conservative for initial stress levels above 600 MPa. This suggests that refinement
of the computational model and creep parameters used may be warranted. As previously
noted, this is not unreasonable given that the determination of the creep parameter, Z (the
Zener–Hollomon parameter) used in the computational model is extrapolated from
available creep data up to only to 690 MPa. UPT construction typically has in-service
tendon stresses greater than 1000 MPa. Creep parameter testing at higher stress levels
should be performed to further refine the computational model’s predictive ability for
realistic tendon stress levels.
The consequences of prestress losses for global structural performance in fire
should be evaluated, both through detailed finite element modelling of full-structure UPT
response to fire, and through large scale non-standard fire tests on UPT multi-bay
structures. The computational model is currently limited to consider only the behaviour
of the prestressing strand. A more complete understanding of the performance of a UPT
slab in fire can be made by studying the strand’s interaction with concrete and associated
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structural actions in fire such as thermal bowing, global thermal expansion, restraint, inservice concrete stresses, compressive or tensile membrane action of the concrete slab,
and frictional effects on the unbonded prestressing tendons. Depending on the boundary
conditions of a fire-exposed bay, the load capacity of a UPT slab may be considerably
increased by the development of membrane in-plane forces; these factors should be
considered in future studies to arrive at a more rational treatment of the structural fire
safety of UPT members and structural systems in modern concrete buildings.
Consideration must also be given to spalling during fire, since localized heating of the
tendons has structural implications across multiple bays of a UPT structure.
Additional repeat testing on numerous tendons would be required to investigate
the statistical variability of creep deformations in prestressing steel.
Despite considerable dedicated research efforts over the past twenty years or so,
the phenomenon of fire-induced spalling of concrete cover concrete remains poorly
understood and difficult to control As such it has not been explicitly treated in the current
thesis. It is sufficient for the current work to recognize that spalling is more likely for
modern, high-strength, highly optimized UPT concrete structures than has historically
been the case for conventional reinforced concrete buildings, and that spalling has the
potential to locally expose unbonded prestressing tendons to severe heating. It is
recommended that this area of research be further pursued in greater detail to explore the
various mechanisms that may promote this behaviour in fire. These areas of research can
consider but not limited to; moisture content, concrete strength, pre-compression,
aggregate types, porosity, etc.
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It is important that realistic, large scale fire tests be performed on loaded multiple
bay UPT slabs during fire, both for model development and validation and to ensure that
full-structure interactions and unforeseen failure modes are properly and rationally
accounted for in design.
The current thesis primarily focused on developing a deeper understanding of the
behaviour of unbonded steel prestressing tendons under exposure to elevated
temperatures, which can later be used to better understand and eventually holistically
model the performance of realistic UPT structures in fire.
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